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Introduction 

Certain substances affect the growth quite miraculously. These substances are referred to as 

hormones. Hormone is a Greek work derived from hormao which means to urge or to stimulate 

(1). Thimann (1948) suggested the use of term phytohormone for hormones of plants. According 

to him phytohormones are organic substances which are naturally produced in plants, control the 

growth or other physiological functions at a site remote from its place of production and active in 

extremely minute quantities. So, hormones are organic substances synthesized in one tissue 

migrates to another tissue of the plant wherein very minute quantity affects the growth.  

Steroids play a role as essential hormones in plants as well as in animals. Plants produce many 

steroids, some of which are recognized as hormones in animals (2,3,4). 

Mitchell etal (5) found that pollen from rape plant (Brassica napus L.) and alder tree (Alnus 

glutinosa L.), produced an unusual response that combined elongation swelling and curvature. 

They proposed that the pollen of rape plant contains a new group of lipoidal hormones, termed 

brassins. The extraction and identification by Grove etal (6) confirmed BRs as the sixth plant 

hormone. 

Brassinosteroids are found in gymnosperms, monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plants, and in 

algae. New studies confirm that BS are obligatory plant constituents, with the highest 

concentrations being found in the reproductive organs and in growing tissues like pollengrains, 

immature seeds and shoots. 

Brassinosteroids (BRs) are a class of polyhydroxylated steroidal hormones have multiple function 

on various physiological and metabolic process, such as cell elongation, cell division, senescence, 

vascular differentiation, reproduction, photomorphogenesis, and responses to various stresses 

(11,12). 

BR application causes pronounced elongation of hypocotyls, epicotyls, and peduncles of dicots, as 

well as coleoptiles and mesocotyls of monocots. 

Studies in Pisum sativum L.   provided that BRs are essential for plant growth and development 

(10). 

In Groundnut plants treatment with brassinolide and 13-epibrassinolide resulted in a substantial 

increase in the vegetative growth of the plant. The growth promotion in groundnut by exogenous 

application of brassinosteroids was associated with enhanced nucleic acid levels (13). In wheat 

increase in photosynthesis was observed with homobrassinolide treatment (14). 

 

Plumbago zeylanica 

          



 Plumbago zeylanica L.  is a multifunctional medicinal herb of Angiosperms belonging to family 

Plumbaginaceae. A native of South Asia, the species is distributed throughout the tropics and 

subtropics. The sap of P. zeylanica causes discoloration of the skin resembling the color of lead 

accounting for its latin name Plumbago and the popular name leadwort. Plumbago is commonly 

known as Chitraka in Hindi which means one which renders discoloration to skin. 

It is widely distributed in India from Central India to West Bengal, Maharastra and grows in all 

districts of Tamilnadu, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka and Kerala mostly in wild.  

Plant has many secondary metabolites like plumbagin, biplumbagin, chloroplumbagin zeylanone, 

isozeylanone, sitosterol, stigmasterol, campesterol, and hydroflavinolplumbaginol, chitanone, 

glucopyranoside and sitosterol 

Different parts of Plumbago zeylanica L. have been utilized since time unknown for its wide 

variety of medicinal properties and is a very potent medicinal herb. In Ayurveda, it is considered 

as rasayan.  

The plant is used for protective role in enlarged liver and spleen. It is suggested as a rejuvenator 

and also used in chronic colds and cough. [13, 14]. It has also been used in digestive disorders like 

loss of appetite and indigestion. Plant is also suggested in piles, worms, colitis, ascites and liver 

diseases. Flowers are used as digestant [15]. Leaves has aphrodisiac property, used in curing the 

infections and dysentery. Leaves are also used in treatment of scabies. Seeds are used in 

preparation of decoction which is given to reduce the muscular pain [16,17]. 

Plant has antibiotic, anti-malarial, anti-diabetic, anti-cancer activity. 

 

Objectives: 

(1)  to evaluate the effect of homobrassinolide (HBL) on seed germination and morphological 

growth  of P. zeylanica ; 

 

(2)  to identify its most active concentrations (i.e., to find out the suitable dose of application of 

homobrassinolide for obtaining a higher yield of P. zeylanica; 

 

 (3)  to get an idea about the appropriate number and stage of the crop with regard to the 

application of homobrassinolide for obtaining a better yield; 

 

(4) to study the effect of pre-sowing with homobrassinolide on the seed germination of P. 

zeylanica; 

 

(4) to study the effects foliar spray treatments of BRs on morphological parameters (shoot length 

and number of leaves, leaf area and root length); 

 

   

 

 



Materials and Methods: 

To understand the impact of Homobrassinolide on the Plumbago zeylanica, two experimental 

approaches  were adopted. They were: 

A. Seed germination and Seedling growth studies, 

B. Whole plant studies. 

Seedling Germination and Seedling Growth 

Healthy seeds of uniform size  of Plumbago zeylanica were selected by a primary method of 

floating them in water and viable seeds, which settled down in water, were taken for study. Then 

the seeds where dried and scarified with sand. Then the seeds were surface sterilized with 

0.5%(v/v) sodium hypochlorite and washed thoroughly with sterile distilled water. They were 

soaked for 24 hours in either in: 

1. Distilled water (Control) 

2. 4µM, 8µM and 16µM Homobrassinolide. 

Twenty seeds from each treatment were placed in each of sterile petridishes layered with 

germination paper. The petridishes were supplied with 5 ml of the respective test solutions. 

The seeds were allowed to germinate in dark at room temlperature.5 ml more of test 

solutions were added on 4th day of the experiment.  

Number of seeds germinated at the end of 12, 24, 36 hours. Emergence of radicle was 

taken as the criteria for germination. 

Then the seeds were observed for 15 days (at every alternate days i.e., 2 day, 4 day, 6 day, 

8 day, 10 day, 12 day and 15 day). 

OBSERVATIONS  

Following Germination and Seedling Growth parameters were determined according to following 

formulae at final days of observation: 

 (A) Germinability (%G) = Total No. of Seeds Germinated X 100 /Total No. of Seeds Sown 

  (B) Germination Rate Index (GRI) = No. of normal seedlings of days x/ Days X X= No. of days 

from seed soaking 

(C) Coefficient of Velocity of Germination (CVG)- Kotowski (1926) CVG=Sum of n x 100/ Sum 

of (nt);  

Where, n= No. of seeds emerged on the day  Where, t = time or days of soaking 

(E) Relative Seed Germination (RSG) RSG = No. of seeds germinated in the extract x100 No. of 

seeds germinated in the control  

(F) Relative Root Elongation (RRE) RRE = Mean root elongation in the extract x 100 Mean root 

elongation in the control  



(G) Growth Index (GI) = % seed germination x % root elongation/100 

(I) Vigour Index (VI) = Germination % x Seedling length (Abdul-Baki and Anderson, 1973). 

Whole Plant Studies 

Whole plant studies was done based on Morphological parameters. 

6 Plumbago seeds were sown in each earthen pot at a depth of 1.5 cm. Plumbago plants were 

watered at regular intervals 

Exogenous application of Homobrassinolide (HBL) to Plumbago plants were supplied at three 

different concentrations (4µM, 8 µM and 16µM )on 40th, 50th , 60th 70th  and 80th day from 

germination. The experimental work was carried out in triplicates. 

The control Plumbago plants were also maintained in triplicates which were supplied with 

exogenous spray of distilled water. 

To investigate the effect of Homobrassinolide on the morphological growth of the PZ, the root 

length, root diameter, shoot length, leaf area, fresh weight and dry weight were recorded. The 

plants were uprooted carefully from the pots and  dipped in water to removed the sand particles 

and later plants were blotted. 

 Root length:  

The length of the root was measured using a scale and values are expressed in centimeters.  

Root Diameter:  

The diameter of the root was measured using a screw guage and expressed in centimeters. 

Shoot Length:  

The length of the shoot was measured using a scale and values are expressed in 

centimeters. 

Number of Leaves per plant: 

 The Number of Leaves was recorded by direct counting method 

Leaf area per plant (cm2): 
Leaf areas per plant was determined following the formula of Carleton and Foote (1965). 

 

Leaf area (cm2) = maximum leaf length x maximum leaf width x 0.75. (0.75 = Correction 

factor) 

 

  The leaf areas was multiplied by total number of leaves to calculate total leaf area per plant 
 

 



Result Analysis 

Seed Germination Test: 

The present study on different seed germination parameters and seedling growth revealed an over 

all increased in seed germination and seedling growth parameters with Homobrassinolide. All 

concentrations increased the germination percentage (G%) against the control. The germination 

percentage was 65%, 40%, 35% with 16µM, 8µM and 4µM concentrations respectively when 

compared to the control which was 20% on the second DAP. The germination percentage was 

75%, 50%, 40% with 16µM, 8µM and 4µM concentrations respectively when comparted to the 

control which was 25% on the fourth DAP. 

The germination rate index (GRI) increased in all the treatments. GRI was 6.5, 4, 3.5 with 16µM, 

8µM and 4µM concentrations respectively when compared to the control which was 2 on the 

second DAP. GRI was 3.75, 2,5, 2 with 16µM, 8µM and 4µM concentrations respectively when 

comparted to the control which was 1.75 on the fourth DAP 

Co-efficient of Velocity of germination (CVG) also significantly increased in all the treatments. 

The CVG was 86%, 80% and 77% with 16µM, 8µM and 4µM concentrations respectively over 

control on the second DAP. CVG observed was 78%, 71% and 66% with 16µM, 8µM and 4µM 

concentrations respectively over control on the fourth DAP. 

Relative Seed Germination (RSG) also increased in all the treatments. RSG was 325, 200 and 175 

with 16µM, 8µM and 4µM concentrations respectively when compared to control on the second 

DAP. 300, 200 and 160 RSG with 16µM, 8µM and 4µM concentrations respectively was recorded 

on the fourth DAP when compared to the control. 

Relative Root Elongation (RRE) also increased with all the treatments. RRE was 152%, 149% and 

124% with 16µM, 8µM and 4µM concentrations respectively on the second DAP when comparted 

to the control. RRE was 180%, 149% and 144% with 16µM, 8µM and 4µM concentrations 

respectively on the fourth DAP when comparted to the control. 

Germination Index (GI) also significantly increased with all the treatments of BRs. GI was 99, 59 

and 43 with 16µM, 8µM and 4µM concentrations respectively on the second DAP when 

compared to the control. GI was 135, 79, 57 with 16µM, 8µM and 4µM concentrations 

respectively on the fourth DAP when compared to the control. 

Vigour Index (VI) increased significantly with all the treatments of BRs. VI was 171, 103, 75 with 

16µM, 8µM and 4µM concentrations respectively on the second DAP when compared to the 

control. VI was 261, 153, 111 with 16µM, 8µM and 4µM concentrations respectively on the 

second DAP when compared to the control. 

 

 

 



Whole Plant Studies: Morphological Parameters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Control 4µm 8µm 16µm 

Root Length 39±3.5 

 

59±7.76 

 

53.33±2.84 

 

68±6.8 

Root Diameter 3.8±.211 4.7±0.3 5.03±.61 7.03±.606 

Shoot Length 34±2.3 41.66±5.2 51.33±5.92 52.66±6.35 

Number of 

Leaves 

23±1.6 56±5.6 69±8.6 89±5.5 

Leaf Length 1325.4 

 

 
 

 

3679.2 4825.17 6492.3 
 

 

Maximum growth of Root Length (74%),  Root Diameter (92%), Shoot Length(64%), Number of 

Leaves (221%), Leaf area (6492 cm2)  was observed in 16µm concentration when compared with 

the control. Brassinosteriods stimulates cell elongation and cell division which is underlined by 

physiological ways such as control of modification of cell wall, carbohydrate assimilation(18). 

Conclusion: 

Pre-treatment and exogenous application of Homobrassinolide increased the Seed germination and 

seedling growth and also the morphological parameters in P. zeylanica which is dose dependent. 

The most active concentration for seed germination and seedling growth and growth in the 

morphological parameters is 16µm concentration. 
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION: 

 Currently there are a lot of mobile apps that can help businesses get their activities 

in front of customers. People are searching for high-quality information and high-quality 

services delivered in a short amount of time. People these days rely on the internet and 

mobile apps to fulfill their needs and satisfy their desires. With each passing day, the 

number of people who use the internet and other mobile apps grows. The following are 

examples of mobile apps that cater to the requirements and desires of customers:- 

YONO: It is an application which helps customers to do various banking related 

transactions. 

PAYTM: It is an application which helps in making mobile recharges etc…. 

 Similarly there are various applications for online food bookings like SWIGGY, 

ZOMATO, FOODPANDA, UBEREATS etc… 

 Online food ordering is the process of food delivery or takeout from a local 

restaurants or food cooperative through a web page or app (application). Many of these 

services allow customers to keep accounts with them in order to make frequent ordering 

from their respective app (application). Payment can be amongst others either by Credit 

Card, Debit Card, Net Banking, PayPal, Paytm, Google pay or Cash on delivery with the 

restaurant returning a percentage to the online food company. 

1.2 HISTORY: 

 The first online food order was “PIZZA” from “PIZZA HUT” in 1994. The first 

online food ordering service, “WORLD WIDE WAITER” now known as waiter.com, 

was founded in the year 1995. 

 With the increased smart phone penetration, food delivery startups started to 

receive more attention. By 2015, online ordering began overtaking phone ordering. 
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 As of 2019, there are 175.9 million users using various online food ordering apps 

(applications). 

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 

 To present the working system of online food delivery apps. 

 To analyze that how it is beneficial from customer perspective. 

 To analyze that how it is beneficial from business perspective. 

 To discuss on how this ZOMATO creates employment opportunities to job aspirants. 

 To know customer perception towards food apps with special reference to ZOMATO. 

 To know the delivery boy perception regarding ZOMATO. 

1.4 NEED AND IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY: 

 The primary goal of this research is to determine how well consumers are aware of 

these food delivery apps and their favorable attitude toward them, especially 

ZOMATO. And, from the perspective of a delivery boy, we can see how it creates job 

opportunities for them regardless of their educational levels, as well as how they obtain 

their client ratings. 

1.5 METHODOLOGY: 

 The current research makes use of both primary and secondary data. 

Questionnaires are used to obtain primary data from both the customer and the delivery 

boy's perspectives. The following variables are considered while creating customer 

perspective questionnaires. They are: 

 Whether the customer is aware about the app or not? 

 Gender 

 Age Group 

 Residential Status 

 Occupation etc… 

Questionnaires for Delivery boy perspective is prepared by taking into account the 

following factors. They are: 
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 Gender 

 Age Group 

 Educational Qualification 

 Part time worker (or) Full time worker etc…. 

1.6 SAMPLE DESIGN: 

  Convenient sampling method is used for sampling design. 

1.7 STATISTICAL TOOLS USED: 

The data is collected, analyzed and interpreted by using simple statistical tools like: 

 Simple Percentages 

 Pie Charts 

 Bar Charts 

1.8 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY: 

 Despite the fact that online food ordering has grown quite popular and is utilized in 

many metropolitan areas, we have only obtained data from Nizamabad due to time 

constraints. 

 Due to time constraints, data is only gathered from 50 samples from the customer's 

viewpoint; 

 Due to a time restriction, the data for the delivery boy's viewpoint is only obtained from 

10 samples. 

1.9 REVIEW OF LITERATURE: 

Dr.Mitali Gupta (2019), the changing urban way of life of the normal Indian is 

sufficiently emotional to be ideal for the food-on-the– go and fast home delivery models 

to develop at higher rates. The regularly expanding populace swarmed metro urban 

communities and longer travel times are drivers for the helpful, prepared to eat and less 

expensive alternatives of having food and foodstuffs conveyed at your doorstep. 

Organizations that know about the colossal potential for development may wander 
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straight in, yet just the fittest will endure. Organizations who keep their offer and their 

image dynamic in purchaser's brains, will take the greatest offer of the Indian online food 

benefit. 

Aditya  Tribhuvan (2020),  to conclude this research on customer’s perception of food 

apps, it is thus inferred that a majority of people use food apps as it’s the best way to save 

time and is convenient. Furthermore, ordering via food apps is a precise operation. 

Among the respondents, the most preferred food app is Swiggy, and cash on delivery is 

the safest and most secure form of payment. The study also states that all age and income 

groups use food apps, and they are happy with the service quality, hygiene, and 

packaging system, which make people order from food apps. It enhance my 

understanding of people’s preferences, the efficacy in time management, affordability, 

food preferences, discounts available and door-to-door service without compromising on 

quality. 

Gopi Mistry, Palash Veervasant (2020), From the research we can relate our 

interpretation with consumer behaviour. Factors like gender, affordability, education, on 

time delivery, behaviour of peer service provider, diversity of payment options affects 

consumer preference towards selection of online food delivery platform. Zomato ranks as 

highest in most of the above aspects. Hence Zomato is the most preferred online food 

delivering app 
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CHAPTER 2 – INTRODUCTION TO 

ZOMATO 

2.1 ORGANIZATION PROFILE: 

omato is an Indian restaurant search and 

discovery service founded in 2008 by 

DEEPINDER GOYAL and PANKAJ CHADDAH. 

It currently operates in 24 countries. It provides information and reviews of restaurants, 

including images of menu where the restaurant does not have its own website and also 

online delivery services in some countries. 

 

Type of business : Private 

Available in : English, Turkish, Portuguese, Indonesia, Spanish, Italian, 

Czech, Slovak, Polish and Vietnamese 

Founded : July, 2008 

Headquarters : DLF, Phase V, Gurugram, Haryana, India 

Founders  : Deepinder Goyal &Pankaj Chaddah. 

Key people  : Deepinder Goyal (Founder & CEO), 

Gaurav Gupta(COO), 

Mohit Gupta (CEO Food Delivery Business), 

Gunjan Patidar (CTO), 

Sameer Maheshwary (CFO). 

Industry : Consumer Services. 

Services : Restaurant search & discovery, Online ordering, Table 

reservations & Management, POS Systems, Subscription 

services.  

Employees : 4811 Employees & 102970 Followers(approximately). 

Website : Zomato.com 

Registration : Optional 

Users : 19.1cr (Approximately), 

191 million visits (monthly). 

Z 
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Since their inception in 2008, they have expanded significantly and today, have a team of 

more than 5000 Zomans, that represent 32 nationalities and helps million  of users every 

day to decide way to eat through 1.4 million listed restaurants or deliver over 28 million 

food orders per month. 

 

Investment: 

Zomato has received investments worth $443.8 million through 10 rounds of funding. 

Top investors include Ant Financial, Sequoia Capital, Temasek Holdings, Info Edge & 

Vy Capital. It earned a total funding of $693.5 million and generates revenues of $74 

million and a market valuation of $2.8 billion. 

 

Note: All the above mentioned figures are approximate values according to year 2019. 

 

Acquisitions: 

Next Table, Urbanspoon – Largest acquisition for $52 million in January. 

 

Parameters: 

Zomato has 4 main parameters to gain as a successful business.  

They are: 

1. Quality 

2. Accessibility 

3. Assortment 

4. Affordability 
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SWOT Analysis of Zomato 

 

STRENGTHS 

 

WEAKNESS 

 

OPPURTUNITIES 

 

THREATS 

 

 Quick Delivery 

 Trained people for 

making delivery 

 Better customer 

support 

 Wide range of 

restaurants 

 Innovation culture 

 Financial leverage 

 Technology 

 

 High staff 

 Diverse app 

features 

 Not 

customized for 

each target 

market 

 

 

 Global 

expansion 

 Delivery 

services 

 

 

 Growing 

potential 

competitors 
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2.2Working System 

 

From user point of view: 

First the user browses the catalog and then performs product search and performs 

recommendations. Then in the second stage, the user has to manage the accounts. He can 

perform this action in the following ways: 

 If he is a new user, then he needs to register with the particular app by giving his name, 

mail-id and mobile number. 

 If he is already an existing user, then he has to login with his user name and password 

 If he is already an existing user and did not completely fill his profile, he need to fill it 

which is known as managing profile or profile management 

After managing account if he is interested with any restaurant which he had browsed, he 

can book a table in a particular restaurant in which he is interested. Once a table is 

booked by any user, the information will be sent to the administrator. There the 

administrator checks and gives the information to the user regarding the availability. If 

the table is available user will give his confirmation to the administrator otherwise he will 

exit. Then the next stage is the user placing an order from a particular restaurant which he 
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is willing or interested. If he is willing to place an order for only one own item, then he 

can select it and directly place an order. If the user is willing to place more than one item 

then he will be first selecting the item then keep on adding it to his cart. Once his 

selection is completed, he can view items which are added to his cart. Before placing an 

order he need to tech l re-check the items which were added to the cart and while doing 

this process, if the user want to edit the quantity of any of the selected item he can make 

it. After reviewing his selection he can place an order. Once the order is placed he cannot 

edit or modify the quantity or items and he needs to book a new order of he wish to. After 

an order is placed by the user then he has the following payment modes: 

 Debit card 

 Credit card 

 Net banking 

 COD (Cash on delivery) 

 Use coupon codes 

When a customer wishes to make a payment using debit/credit card he need to enter his 

card number, expiry date, card holder name and CVV and then click on continue. 

Once he click on continue, the page will be redirected to payment gateway and then 

receives an OTP. When once the third l received OTP is put it into the box and click on 

continue. Then the payment is made successful. 

Where as in net banking, the customer has to give his net banking credentials to payment 

gateway and can proceed to book an order. 

COD means, the amount will be paid directly to the delivery boy at the time of receiving 

the placed order. 

We can receive coupon codes by our usage level and sometimes by sharing the app with 

friends. We can redeem these coupons with in a limited time as specified by the app. 

Once all these steps are done, the customer receives his order he can check out. 

Meanwhile he can track the location of delivery boy through GPS. 
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Registration Process of a New User 

Step 1: Install Zomato app from Google play store or app 

store on your Android or I-phone device respectively. 

Step 2:When an app is installed on your device and when you 

open it the following page is displayed. you can continue 

using any of the mentioned social logins or you can continue 

with email. 

 

 

 

Step 3: When you click on continue with email, and then the 

following form will be displayed. 

If you are already an existing user, you need to enter your 

email, username and password and then click on login. 

Step 4: If you are a new user, then click on “New to Zomato? 

Signup” button. When once you click on it the following page 

will be displayed as shown below. 

You need to enter your name, email and password and click 

the checkbox agreeing the conditions and then click on 

signup. 

Step 5: When once you click on sign up, the following page will be displayed. Where you 

can see various options like deliver, self pickup and can see various deals. 

You can also manage your profile by clicking on profile. You can give the default delivery 

address 
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From Administrator Point of View 

 From administrator point of view he can add any new genre (hotel), 

delete any genre. He can also add various new products so that he can attract the 

customers easily. And at the same time he can also delete any product based on the 

feedback given by customers. He can also edit the details of any catalog as per the user 

requirements. 

 

From Delivery Boy Point of View 

As the customers use a Zomato app for placing an order, similarly the delivery boy uses 

“The Zomato Runner” app to register himself with Zomato and receive the placed orders. 

The Zomato delivery boys are called as Zomans. 

The major requirements for a delivery boy is he should possess own two wheeler as well 

as a smart phone and should have a complete knowledge on using the device. 

Usually the Zomans are paid on weekly basis. Zomans earn Rs 40 per order and are also 

given incentives based on the rating given by the customers and can also earn tips from 

customers. The Zomans earn around Rs 12k to Rs 20k per month approximately. If a 

Zoman is working on a Full time basis he earns Rs.1500 

and if a Zoman is working on Part time basis he can earn 

Rs.700 per week approximately. 

Advantages: 

Advantages for Business: 

 It will increase the sales. 

 It will increase the brand loyalty. 

 It will increase the food delivery applications and 

big data. 
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Advantages for Customers: 

 It helps people to discover great places around them. 

 Customers can quickly order with location based deals. 

 It makes easy for the customers to buy the food using apps. 

 Order tracking is easy. 

Advantages for Delivery Boy: 

  Due to an increase in online orders by customers there is a chance in increasing 

his income. 

 It also gives an employment opportunity for the semi skilled people. 

 He can explore new places and can interact with many new people. 
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CHAPTER 3 – ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Chapter 3.1: Customer Perspective:  

 

(Source: Primary Data) 

From the above figure 3.1(a) it is clearly shown that 92% of the people or customers are 

aware about the online food delivery and 8% of the people or customers are not aware 

about the online food delivery. 

 

(Source: Primary Data) 
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From the above figure 3.1(b) it is clearly shown that for a sample of 50 customers 88% 

people lie in between the age group of 20-30 years; 7% people lie in between the age 

group of 30-40 years; 3% of people lie in between the age group of 40-50 years and 2% of 

people lie in between the age group of above 50 years. 

 

 

 

(Source: Primary Data) 

From the above figure 3.1(c) it is clear that out of a selected sample of 50 customers 76% 

of the customers are male and 24% of the customers are female. 
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(Source: Primary Data) 

From the above figure 3.1(d) out of a selected sample of 50 customers it can be 

understood that 36% of the customers are Employees; 52% of the customers are Students; 

10% of the customers are under the category of others and 2% of the customers are under 

the category of housewives. 

 

 

(Source: Primary Data) 

75.5

Local Resident

New to City

I am----------------
50 Responses
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From the above figure 3.1(e) it can be understood that 75.5% of the customers are under 

the category of local residents; 24.5% of the customers are under new to city category. 

 

(Source: Primary Data) 

From the above figure 3.1(f) it can be seen that 60% of the customer’s order the food 

online which are mixed i.e., both vegetarian and non vegetarian; 30% of the customer’s 

order Non vegetarian food and 10% people order Vegetarian food. 

 

(Source: Primary Data) 

4.3

10.9

19.6

65.2

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

When Needed

How Frequently do you use Zomato APP?
50Responses
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From the above figure 3.1(g) it can be understood that 65.2% of the customers use this 

Zomato app when they are needed; 19.6% of the customers use this Zomato app monthly; 

10.9% of the customers use this app weekly; 4.3% of the customers use the app daily. 

 

 

(Source: Primary Data) 

 

From the above figure 3.1(h) out of the selected sample of 50 and received responses of 45 

it is clearly understood that 51.1% of the customers prefer Zomato for its fast delivery 

services; 51.1% of the customers prefer Zomato for their convenience; 33.3% of the 

customers prefer Zomato as it is time saving; 35.6% of the customers prefer Zomato as it 

saves money. 
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(Source: Primary Data) 

 

From the above figure3.1 (i) out of the selected sample of 50 and received responses of 46 

it is understood that 39.1% of the customers give importance for food delivery for the 

speed in the delivery; 10.9% of the customers give importance for convenience; 73.9% of 

the customers give importance for the quality of food delivered and 30.4% of customers 

give importance for ordering from multiple restaurants and pay. 
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(Source: Primary Data) 

From the figure 3.1(j) it is understood that 76.1% of the customers use this app in the 

evening i.e., for dinner/work meal; 15.2% of the customers use during noon time i.e., for 

lunch and 3.5% of the customers use this during afternoon i.e., break/meetings. 

 

(Source: Primary Data) 
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From the figure 3.1(k) it is shown that 45.7% of the customers spend less than 250Rs per 

time; 21.7% of the customers spend less than 350Rs; 26.1% customers spend less than 

500Rs and 6.5% of the customers spend more than 500Rs per time. 

 

 

 

(Source: Primary Data) 

 

From the figure 3.1(l) 19.6% of the customers give 5 rating to Zomato; 47.8% of the 

customers give 4 rating; 30.4% of the customers give 3 rating and 2.2% of the customers 

give 2 rating.  
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3.2 Delivery Boy Perspective 

 

(Source: Primary Data) 

From the figure 3.2(a) it is observed that about 80% delivery boy’s age lies between 20-30 

years while 20% delivery boy’s age lies between 30 to 40 years. 

 

 

(Source: Primary Data) 
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From the figure 3.2(b) it is observed that about 60% delivery boys are graduates while 

30% of delivery boys are under graduates and 10% delivery boys are SSC passed. 

 

 

 

(Source: Primary Data) 

From the figure 3.2(c) it is observed that about 60% delivery boys are fulltime workers 

while 40% delivery boys are part time workers. 
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(Source: Primary Data) 

From the figure 3.2(d) it is observed that about 80% delivery boys deliver orders in 30 

minutes or less while 20%  delivery boys deliver orders in 30-45 minutes. 

 

 

(Source: Primary Data) 
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From the figure 3.2(e) it is observed that about 70% delivery boys earn Rs 7000 – Rs 

12000 per month, 20%   delivery boys earn Rs 4000 – Rs 7000 per  and 10% delivery 

boys earn Rs 12000 & above per month. 

 

 

(Source: Primary Data) 

From the figure 3.2(f) it is observed that about 50% delivery boys gets 10-30 orders per 

week, about 40% delivery boys gets 30-60 orders per week and about 10% delivery boys 

gets 60-90 orders per week. 
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(Source: Primary Data) 

From the figure 3.2(g) it is observed that about 60% delivery boys gets from customers 

during evenings i.e.,  for dinner/work meal,20% delivery boys gets from customers during 

afternoon (Break/ Meetings), 10% delivery boys gets from customers during noontime i.e.,  

for Lunch and about 10% delivery boys gets from customers during mornings 

(Breakfast/Brunch). 
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(Source: Primary Data) 

From the figure 3.2(h) it is observed that about 50% delivery boys earn tips from 

customers every day, 30% delivery boys earn tips from customers twice a week and 20% 

delivery boys earn tips once in a week. 
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CHAPTER 4: 

4.1 FINDINGS  

In this section of the study the insights of the analysis are presented in terms of findings 

and based on the findings, suggestions are offered and finally the summary of the study is 

given in terms of conclusions. 

In present situation customers are able to get online food ordering service in a very short 

span of time. Customers can order food from their favorite restaurants using web and 

mobile application which is connected over internet. 

Customers prefer online food ordering than traditional methods like getting parcels from 

take away as he has to spend time on it. If a customer prefers traditional method of food 

ordering he/she has to wait at the restaurant till the food is handed over to him/her; 

whereas if a customer prefers online food ordering system, he can perform other tasks till 

the food is delivered to him at his destination. Irrespective of gender, age and occupation 

customers who have the basic knowledge about the internet and mobile app can use this 

service. Irrespective of their age and educational qualification the delivery boy can get an 

employment opportunity through which they can earn income to satisfy their basic needs. 

 

 

CUSTOMER PERSPECTIVE: 

 

 92% of the people or customers are aware about the online food delivery and 8% of the 

people or customers are not aware about the online food delivery. 

 For a sample of 50 customers 88% people lie in between the age group of 20-30 years; 7% 

people lie in between the age group of 30-40 years; 3% of people lie in between the age 

group of 40-50 years and 2% of people lie in between the age group of above 50 years. 

 76% of the customers are male and 24% of the customers are female. 

 Selected sample of 50 customers it can be understood that 36% of the customers are 

Employees; 52% of the customers are Students; 10% of the customers are under the 

category of others and 2% of the customers are under the category of housewives. 
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 75.5% of the customers are under the category of local residents; 24.5% of the customers 

are under new to city category. 

 75.5% of the customers are under the category of local residents; 24.5% of the customers 

are under new to city category. 

 60% of the Respondents order the food online which are mixed i.e., both vegetarian and 

non vegetarian; 30% of the Respondents order Non vegetarian food and 10% people order 

Vegetarian food. 

 It is observed that about 50% delivery boys gets 10-30 orders per week, about 40% 

delivery boys gets 30-60 orders per week and about 10% delivery boys gets 60-90 orders 

per week. 

 It is clearly understood that 51.1% of the customers prefer Zomato for its fast delivery 

services; 51.1% of the customers prefer Zomato for their convenience; 33.3% of the 

customers prefer Zomato as it is time saving; 35.6% of the customers prefer Zomato as it 

saves money. 

 Out of the selected sample of 50 and received responses of 46 it is understood that 39.1% 

of the customers give importance for food delivery for the speed in the delivery; 10.9% of 

the customers give importance for convenience; 73.9% of the customers give importance 

for the quality of food delivered and 30.4% of customers give importance for ordering 

from multiple restaurants and pay. 

 76.1% of the customers use this app in the evening i.e., for dinner/work meal; 15.2% of 

the customers use during noon time i.e., for lunch and 3.5% of the customers use this 

during afternoon i.e., break/meetings. 

 45.7% of the customers spend less than 250Rs per time; 21.7% of the customers spend 

less than 350Rs; 26.1% customers spend less than 500Rs and 6.5% of the customers spend 

more than 500Rs per time. 

 19.6% of the customers give 5 rating to Zomato; 47.8% of the customers give 4 rating; 

30.4% of the customers give 3 rating and 2.2% of the customers give 2 rating.  
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DELIVERY BOY PERSPECTIVE: 

 It is observed that about 80% delivery boy’s age lies between 20-30 years while 

20% delivery boy’s age lies between 30 to 40 years. 

 60% delivery boys are graduates while 30% of delivery boys are under graduates 

and 10% delivery boys are SSC passed. 

 60% delivery boys are fulltime workers while 40% delivery boys are part time 

workers. 

 It is observed that about 80% delivery boys deliver orders in 30 minutes or less 

while 20% delivery boys deliver orders in 30-45 minutes. 

 70% delivery boys earn Rs 7000 – Rs 12000 per month, 20%   delivery boys earn 

Rs 4000 – Rs 7000 per  and 10% delivery boys earn Rs 12000 & above per month. 

 50% delivery boys gets 10-30 orders per week, about 40% delivery boys gets 30-

60 orders per week and about 10% delivery boys gets 60-90 orders per week. 

 It is observed that about 60% delivery boys gets from customers during evenings 

i.e.,  for dinner/work meal,20% delivery boys gets from customers during 

afternoon (Break/ Meetings), 10% delivery boys gets from customers during 

noontime i.e.,  for Lunch and about 10% delivery boys gets from customers during 

mornings (Breakfast/Brunch). 

 50% delivery boys earn tips from customers every day, 30% delivery boys earn 

tips from customers twice a week and 20% delivery boys earn tips once in a week. 

 

4.2 SUGGESTIONS 

The majority of today's applications are in English. It would be preferable if they were 

available in a variety of languages, making them easily accessible to users from all over 

the world. These services are confined to large cities, and it would be very beneficial if 

they were expanded to small towns and villages, since these cities and villages are rapidly 

increasing, attracting people from all over the world and providing job possibilities and 

fulfilling their requirements. 
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4.3 CONCLUSION 

All of the consumers and delivery boys in the Nizamabad region have welcomed the 

project. The food booking apps are simple to use because they offers user-friendly views. 

The use of these Apps increases sales while lowering effort, resulting in smart business. 

These apps have undergone extensive testing and implementation. 

With the influx of professionals into cities and the urbanization of India's landscape, the 

food delivery and restaurant industry is booming. An rising number of smart phones and 

meal delivery applications are adding to this dilemma. Food delivery apps have become 

extremely popular among India's tech-savvy population. In India, there are several food 

delivery apps that can be downloaded on smart phones to order food while on the go or 

from the comfort of one's own home. The analysis also revealed that the facilities 

provided play a significant role in making a purchase from an app. The most desired tool 

for marketing by businesses should be social media. Firms must also ensure that the apps 

are user-friendly and comfortable. The special apps are a convenient way for customers 

to place orders and for the company to attract more customers, but the ease of use should 

take precedence. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FROM CUSTOMER PERSPECTIVE 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

             We are the Students of Girraj Government College (A), Nizamabad and 

working on a project “The New Way of Business with Special Reference to 

Food Booking Apps” (A Comprehensive Study on ZOMATO in 

Nizamabad). As a part this we need a statistics of this app, so we are 

conducting a small survey on this which will be useful only for academic 

purpose. We are very indebted to you for sparing your valuable time. 

Thank you  

1. Gender:   Male / Female 

2.  Do you order food in online?   Yes  /   No 

3. What is your age?  

10- 20 Years /   20- 30 Years/   30-40 Years/    40-50 Years/ Above 50Years 

 

4. I am a -   Student /  Employee /  Bachelor /  Others 

5. I am a -  Local Resident /   New to City 

6. What type food do you order?  Vegetarian / Non-vegetarian / Mixed 

7. How frequency does you use Zomato app?   Monthly /   When Needed/   Daily 

8. Why do you Prefer Zomato app?  

 

Fast delivery/  Convenient/  Time saving/  Money Saving  

 

9. what is more importance to you for food delivery? 

Speed delivery / Convenience/  Quality of food delivered/ 

Order from multiple restaurants and pay from one app to other 

 

10. Tell us first choice when you would most likely use a Zomato service? 

Morning (Break fast/Bruch)/  Noontime (Lunch)/  

Evening (Break/Snacks)/  Night (Dinner/Work meal) 
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11. How much rating do you give to Zomato?  

Low  1  2  3  4  5   High 

 

QUESTIONNNAIRE FROM DELIVERY BOY PERSPECTIVE 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

             We are the Students of Girraj Government College (A), Nizamabad and 

working on a project “The New Way of Business with Special Reference to 

Food Booking Apps” (A Comprehensive Study on ZOMATO in 

Nizamabad). As a part this we need a statistics of this app, so we are 

conducting a small survey on this which will be useful only for academic 

purpose. We are very indebted to you for sparing your valuable time. 

Thank you 

1. What is your age?  20-30 Years/  30-40Years/  Above 40 Years  

2. Educational Qualifications:  SSC /    Intermediate/  Graduate /  Others 

3. I am a -   Part time worker/  Full time Worker  

4. In how much time do you deliver food after receiving order?  

30Minutes/  30-45 Minutes /  More than 45 minutes 

5. How do you manage Traffic?  

By selecting shortcuts/    By driving fast/  Cancelling orders/  Both A and B 

 

6. How much earn per month?  

Between Rs. 4000 and Rs 7000 Rs 

Between Rs. 7000 and Rs 12000 Rs 

Between Rs. 10000 and Rs 7000 Rs 

Above 12000 Rs 

 

 

7. What is the average number of orders you get in a week? 

10-30/   60-90/   Above 90 
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8. At what time most likely get orders from customers? 

Morning (Break fast/Bruch)/  Noontime (Lunch)/  

Evening (Break/Snacks)  Night (Dinner/Workmeal) 

9. How frequently you get tips from customers? 

Once in a week /   Twice a week/  Daily/   None 
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              Collecting Primary data from the Respondents for Analysis 
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ABSTRACT 

GTutor (The Learning Hub with live lab interaction) 
Our project named "G-Tutor (GGC CS E-CONTENT HUB with live lab interaction)". Aim of the 

project is to maintain smart notes Hub. There exist many online tutors but they don’t provide 

all concept at one site where our smart notes hub provides all concepts related to our 

Academic wise syllabus of our college and general concept.  

        In this website we have basically three modules the first module is basic level, second 

module in intermediate level and third module is advanced level. Also we provide some 

sections like community, Recommendations and some other sections those helps us to 

maintain a healthy relation between user and management section of website.  

      The website encounter the improving the efficiency study of a student and save the time 

while browsing. One book can only serve the one at once but one site can serve the many at a 

time it is free of cost so everyone can access this. 

INTRODUCTION 

What is Mean By Tutor? 

 

Tutor means Transdisciplinary Understanding and TrainingOn Research. 

In simple words “Tutor means guiding for beginners,intermediate and advanced students”. 

Ex:-Tutors : 1.Parents guide their children to study and make proud. 

          2. Teachers tells something new about society not only society but also about the  

 Study topics. 

So as in the way everyone teaches in a new way. 

=>Our programs teach how to succeed in computer world. 

=>A teacher can teach only one subject but a tutor can teach about all subject. 

 

Our aim is provide smart notes with free of cost. Because, many people don’t have 

capacity to bare cost as well carrying the book is not possible at all time. therefore, we are 

planning to provide note that can accessed throughout the world where the internet is 

accessible. 

This tutor also provides the note as per academic syllabus. It helps users to clear their 

academic as well it helps them to crack their competitive with our tutor knowledge. 

=>In this tutor we are providing theoretically and also programming form 

 

1.1 Aim and objectives 

Our project “GTutor(The Learning hub )”. The aim of the project is maintain smart notes Hub. In existing 

online tutors they provide only one concept which are general but our smart notes hub provides all 

concepts related to our Academic of our college and general concept.  
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        In this website we have basically three modules the first module is basic level, second module in 

intermediate level and third module is advanced level. Also we provide some sections like wish list, 

community, Recommendations and some other sections those helps us to maintaining a healthy relation 

between user and management section of website.  

 

1.2 Scope of project 

 The website encounterthe improving the efficiency study of a student and save the 

time while browsing. One book can only serve the one at once but one site can serve the many 

at a time it is free of cost so everyone can access this. 

 It is flexible, can be accessed from anywherewith adevice and internet connecting. 

Students may have the opportunity to learn advance in technology. 

 Reading as per the convenience of student.  Reduces timeon editing and reviewing 

before tests. Easy study of comparison andrelationships. Easy memorizationof facts . 

             

     

1.3 Project Specification 

The primary specification is to support  students to become more independent learners 

,persist in college , and reach their goals .Learning basic tips, creates a more favorable 

atmosphere for learning ( Particularly through the  use of one- on –one instruction).It 

helps make sure and understand message correctly.Tutorprovide instruction to students 

in various settings and help them prepare for examination.     

      

1.4System Configuration 

      Software Requirements 

 Operating system 

Windows 2000/XP (Client/server) 

 Software requirements 

Web-server:Tomcat server. 

Front-end: HTML,CSS,JSX,React JS 

Back-end: My SQL,Flask,http. 

Communication Architecture:ER Model Diagrams. 

Data base Maintenance: MY SQL 

Client Browsers: Microsoft EDGE, Chrome,Internet explorer etc. 
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Hardware requirements: 

 Hardware configurationi3 Processor with 700 MHz clock speed 1GB RAM,512 SSD, 

64 bit PCI Ethernet car 
 

 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 Existing system 

 There exist many online tutors but they don’t provide all concept at one site according 

to syllabus and also communication the data transfer between the different the organization 

and users. In organization conduction the works for the company is a cost effective and not a 

reliable architecture where even the security standards are very low. In the traditional 2-tier 

architecture there existed only the server and the client. In most cases the server was only a 

data base server that can only offer data.Therefore majority of the business logici.e., 

Validations etc. Had to be placed on the clients system. This makes maintenance expensive. 

Such clients are called as ‘fat clients’. This also means that every client has to be trained as to 

how to use the application. 
 

 Request 

 

 

Receive(e.g.,static text or  

 1st Tier Graphics,QT,Java applets) 2nd Tier 

 
 

2.2 Limitations In Existing System  

 It is difficult to maintain regular notes. Only  someone can access those notes 

.Reducing  the amount of writing , It difficult to focus on real content , time management 

becomes  an issue for students ,who reside for away  from campus . No regular notes (or) any 

other form of data is always available for students who missed the class or later reference.It 

much harder process to learn in normal process. 

2.3 Proposed system  

 The proposed system should have the following features. The web servers interface 

should be as simple as possible so that the server can be configured easily. The transactions 

should take place transparently. The validation code should be placed   on the server and not 

on the client. This leads to a thin client, which is more desirable. The server should identify the 

 

 

 Client 

 

 

      http Server 
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types of requests (GET/POST) and perform appropriate action. It should also identify the file 

requested (HTML/CGI) and run the required process at the server if necessary. When 

responding to the client, the server should send necessary information such as content-Length, 

MIME types etc. 

 To offset the above-mentioned problems,3-tier architecture is proposed. A middle 

ties called as the application server is introduced. This is also known as the web server. The 

following are the advantages in the web server. 

 

2.4 Features 

 Clear separation of user- interface -control and data presentation from applicationlogic. 

Through this separation more clients are able to have access to a wide variety of server 

applications. The two main advantages for client-applications are clear: quicker development 

through the  reuse of pre-built business-logic components and a shorter test phase, because 

the server-components have already been tested. 

 

2.5 Advantages 

Fact Finding Techniques 

 In this system we are going to develop a facility to a user that he will not face any 

difficulty at the time of usage like data missing, oneway contacts, one view contacts. As we are 

developing this system with distributed architecture and security services the system is 

expected to be very flexible and user friendly in providing the file and directory services. As we 

are maintaining one technique of checking the user at every activity initiation we are able to 

achieve the standards of the communication. 

2.6 Feasibility Study 

 A feasibility study is a high-level capsule version of the entire system analysis and Design 

process. The study begins by classifying the problem definition. Feasibility is to determine if it’s 

worth doing. Once an acceptance problem definition has been generated, the analyst develops 

a logical model of the system. A search for alternatives is analyzed carefully. There are 3 parts in 

feasibility study. 

 

Operational Feasibility 
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Questions that going to be asked are 

 Will the system be used if it developed and implemented. 

 If there was sufficient support for the project from the management and from the users. 

 Have the users been involved in planning and development of the project. 

 Will the system produce poorer result in any respect or area? 

Technical Feasibility 

 Does the necessary technology exist to do what is been suggested 

 Does the proposed equipment have the technical capacity for using the new system? 

 Are there technical guarantees of accuracy, reliability and data security? 

 The project is developed on i3 with 512 MB RAM 

 The environment required in the development of system in any windows platform 

 The language used in the development is python flask, HTTP, database as MYSQL. 

 

Financial and Economical Feasibility 

 The system developed and installed will be good benefit to the organization. The system 

will be developed and operated in the existing hardware and software infrastructure. So there 

is no need of additional hardware and software for the system. 

 The GTutor can provides smart notes with free of cost to users, and also by using 

community channel we receives their queries. Another user can also answer those queries or 

else our technical team will provide the solution for their queries. 

 

3.SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 

3.1 System Methodology 

  People for  long time have tried  to sort out the problems faced in the traditional 

book carrying system.But as these problems exit even now ,a parallel tutor system evolved and 

come to be known as  G tutor .The advantages with our GTutor are: 

 

=>security  

=> free of cost 

=> less browse time(loading time) 
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 The G tutor is build based on the academic syllabus and guide line of professional  

mentors .And in this fast  growing world , whole world in our hand.So, if we provide notes in 

that ,then they can access those notes   with free of cost where the internet is accessible. 

3.2 System Proposed System Description 

The System Design include the maintenance of user information, their login details, 

authorization services, details of the user with respect to the user logged into and their 

accessibility information in the databases server. The design also include the provision of facility 

to user to manipulate the concerned information according to his personal use. 

 The design also need to provide the community channel to send their query through 

ask-question channel and any authorized user can provide the solution to the query for 

accessing the community section is also free of cost. 

The user is also expected to have the facility to store the information of his/her wish list, for 

this purpose we provide a section called Whis-list.to full fill their requirements maintain of 

authentication(complete details of a user). 

3.3 Roles of Proposed System Description 

The main objective of the project develop a fully functional website which servers the users as 

smart notes hub. Thus it helps the user to improve the performance in their accordatics and 

secure their career in programming world. This system design shall be able to provide the 

following facilities to users. 

The tutor Website is designed to support the following facilities to the users. 

 

 Login 

 Blogs 

 Video classes 

 Ask-question (Posting their query into the community section) 

 Community 

 Write-a-recommendation 

 Recommendation 

 Logout 
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3.4 System design and implementation 

GTutor website is basically designed under the following modules. They are  

 Authentication Services 

 Login 

 Logout 

 Website interface 

 Blogs 

 Community 

 Ask-Questions 

 Data transaction 

 Write-a-recommendations 

 Recommendations 

 

3.5 Authentication Service Module 

 This Module deals with basic architecture of handling the user details while they register 

into the web site and checks for the authorization when they enter into the tutor module or the 

other transaction module while the purpose of maintaining the rapo with the community. 
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3.6 Activity Diagram:- 

For New Users:- 
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For Old Users:- 
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3.7Sequence diagrams 
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About JSX 

 JSX stands for Java Script XML. It is simply a syntax extension of Java Script. It allows 

us to directly write HTML in React (within Java Script Code). It is easy to create a template 

using JSX in React, but it is not a simple template language instead it comes with  the full power 

of java script it is faster then normal java script as it perform optimizations while translating to 

regular java script instead of separating the markup and logic separated files react usage 

components for this purpose. 

Examples of Browsers used to web page include: 

 Chrome 

 Microsoft Edge 

 Netscape etc… 

 

All AboutSoftwareRequirement:- 
 

 

The first thing need to do is check that you are set up properly. This involves the following steps. 

 

 

   1.Install MYSQL on your machine 

 
 To install MYSQL from a binary distribution, installing MYSQL on Unix/Linux/Windows 

using generic binaries. Alternatively, use the secure Deployment Guide, which provides 

distribution of MYSQL enterprise Edition Server with features for managing the security of your 

MYSQL install. 

2.Install of Flask:- 
 To install flask first we need install python in our machine. After that in commend 

mentioned below. 

 

.  

 

 

 

Also install the dependencies which is require for our project 

 

 Installation and setup of React JS 

 Install NodeJS and NPM are the pre-requiresities to create 

the ReactJS with following command. 

 

 

pip –install flask  

npxcreate-react-app –app 
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4.Testing:- 
 Testing is the process of detecting errors .Testing performs a very critical role for quality 

assurance and for ensuring the reliability of software .The result of testing are used later on 

during maintenance also. 

 

4.1 Psychology of Testing 

 The aim of testing is often to demonstrate that a program works by showing that it has no 

errors .The basic purpose of testing phase is to detect the errors that may be present in the 

program .Hence one should not start testing with the internet of showing that a program works, 

but the internet should  be to show that a program doesn’t work. Testing is the process of 

executing a program with the internet of finding errors. 

4.2 Testing Objectives  

 The main objectives of testing is to uncover a host of error,systematically and with 

minimum efforts and time.Stating formally, we can say. 

 Testing is a process of executing a program with the internet of finding an error. 

 A successful test is one that uncovers an as yet undiscovered error. 

 A good test case is one that has a high probability of finding error, if it exists. 

 The tests are inadequate to detect possibly present errors. 

 The software more or less confirms to the quality and reliable standards 

 

4.3 Levels  of Testing  

In order to uncover the errors present in different phases we have the concepts of levels of 

testing .the basic level of testing are as shown below 

 

  

 

 

Client Needs     Acceptance 

 

 

 

   Requirements 

 

 

        Design Coding 

 

4.4 System Testing 
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 The philosophy behind testing is to find errors. Test cases are devised with this in mind. 

A strategy employed for system testing is code testing. 

 

 

Code Testing 

 This strategy examines the logic of the program. To follow this method we developed 

some test data that resulted in executing every instruction in the program and module i.e., Every 

path is tested. System are not designed as entire nor are they tested as single systems. To ensure 

that the coding is perfect two types of testing is performed or for that matter is performed or 

matter is performed or for that matter is performed on all systems. 

 

4.5 Types of Testing 

 

 Unit Testing 

 Link Testing 

 Integration Testing 

 Unit testing, focuses verification effort on the smallest unit of software i.e. the module. 

Using the detailed design and the process specifications testing is done to uncover errors within 

the boundary of the module.All modules must be successful in the unit test before the start of the 

integration testing begins. 

 

Link Testing 

 Link testing does not test software but rather the integration of each module in system. 

The primary concern is the compatibility of each module. The programmer tests where modules 

are designed with different parameters, length, type etc 

 

 

Integration Testing 

After the unit testing we have to perform integration testing. The goal here is to see if modules 

can be integrated properly. The emphasis being on testing interfaces between modules. This 

testing activity can be considered as testing the design and hence the emphasis on testing module 

interactions 

 

5. Conclusion 
The efficiency of any system designed to suit the requirement depends cooperation during the 

implementation stage and also flexible of the system adopt itself to the client and system 

requirements. GTutor(Learning hub)_has been developed to overcome the problem  with 

traditional  system of carrying the hard copy of content. One can access smart notes 

throughout the world where their internet accessible. This allows the user to view our content 

from different parts of the world. 
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 It’salso providecommunity tosolving their doubts in short peried of time. By another 

authorised user of our website or our technical team. 

 

5.1 Future Improvement  
 This project focus on developing on G- tutor along with web application.We have 

prepared new system after identifying issue in existing traditional book carrying system. 

  

 Include graphical and media file as friendly interface. 

 Use of JSX, JQuery for more smooth interface 

 For a service of this nature, the need to be available is all important.After all, 

when the only means of access is via online, it is of almost importance to have and 

maintain an accessible web presence.  

 

 

 

 Home Screen-1 
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 Home Screen-2 

 

 
 

 Registraction 
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 Login 

 

 
 

 Blogs 
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 Data Structure 

 

 
 

 

 Recommendations 
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 Ask-question 

 

 
 

 Write-a-recommendations 
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MISMATCH BETWEEN SPELLING AND PRONUNCIATION: A CASE STUDY OF 

RURAL HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 

INTRODUCTION: 

Centuries of colonial legacy has made English language spread to many countries across the 

world. Certainly, India was not an exception to this historical inevitability. Several centuries of the 

British rule in India established English as not only an official language but also a smart street 

language. During the times of social and political transition from Mughals to the European 

colonialism, English replaced Persian. There after the use of English language underwent several 

changes in terms of bureaucratic, social and literary uses. But, never in the history of India, was 

English introduced with a view to bring positive change among the populace of India. It was forced 

upon us only with a view to oppress Indians economically. Hence, the subsequent policies of 

British Education proved to be futile attempts to bring about any change in the lives of natives in 

India. However, Indians need to be thankful to the efforts put by the British for introducing English 

in to India.  

It was much against to the expectations of the British; the Indians learnt English to use it to 

fight the British colonial powers and their supremacy. During the late 18th century and the 

beginning of 19th century, English began to evolve as smart street language. There was 

considerable and substantial increase in the use of language in fields like education, bureaucracy, 

business, and different social contexts and settings. This is how English language became a 

substitute communication system to the mother tongues of Indians. In fact, it attained the position 

of second language to Indians catering their communicative needs outside of their homes. 
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However, learning of English language is not a cakewalk to Indians. Being English only the 

second to their mother tongue, Indians perceive it with a bit of difficulty in many ways. Its 

European origin, out of all flexibilities, made it difficult at certain levels. It is a normally held view 

that some Indians hailing from rural regions perceive it all new and do not own up. In addition, 

most of the languages spoken by Indians fall under Indo-Dravidian languages which are aloof from 

the total qualities of Indo–European languages like English, French and other languages. This 

cultural alienation makes natives of India to be scared of English language. The inconvenience of 

learning English has resulted in faltering use of English in many social and official contexts. 

Despite the apprehension over English language, the impact of globalization and 

privatization has been imminent with respect to learning English language in India. The 

globalization has brought the electronic gadgets T.Vs, Cell phones, computers, mass media and 

cinema within the reach of a common man. This change in the phenomenon has been able to lessen 

the fear of English language among the people. People have been exposed to the communication 

system particularly in English language in its varieties.  People from the middle, higher strata of 

Indian society are comfortable with their exposure to English language in the present day context 

of globalization. This amusing digital scope of English language has improved its prospects on 

gigantic scale and there by leading to the economic prosperity increase manifold, depending on 

one’s willingness to put in more efforts. 

The success of global economy depends on the good knowledge of English and fortunately 

Indians have natural and historical advantage with English. Linguists opine that Indians find it 

easier to learn English than Chinese because some Indian languages are of Indo-European family 

and share a number of features. This quality gives Indians learners natural ease with English and 

also a competitive advantage. There are many learning opportunities, which have come to be 
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available, thanks to the interactive English teaching either on the internet or through CD ROM. 

Many call centres and English teaching institutions in private sector are employing these very tools 

for teaching English 

The English language has a remarkable ability to absorb new words and win new words. The 

quite recent edition of the Concise Oxford Dictionary of English includes hundreds of Indian 

words like ‘Hindutva’, ‘Dada’ (i.e. one’s older brother), ‘Panchayat’, ‘Chai’, ‘Pani’, and “Puri, 

‘Lose’.  Indian words form twenty percent of the borrowed words, as the longest component after 

American and Australian English segments.  Lord Macaulay introduced English in India about a 

hundred and ninety years ago to create ‘Babus’ for the British Bureaucracy and about seventy 

million Indians use the language, a number higher than in the U.K. Strangely illiterate people use 

about  hundred borrowed words from English as part of their mother tongue words like ‘bulb’, 

‘switch’, ‘count’, ‘bus’, ‘fan’ etc. It shows rapid growth recorded in English communication in 

this era of internet. 

This study project is undertaken to understand the problems faced by rural high school 

students in Nizamabad mandal due to the mismatch between spelling and pronunciation patterns 

of English language and suggest remedial measures to improve their language competencies. 

 

Statement of the Problem:  

The spelling system reflects closely with the pronunciation in many Indian languages, but 

is not so with English. As a result, English language learners face problems with the 

inconsistencies between spelling and pronunciation. Students with Telugu as a medium of 

instruction often tend to confuse in spelling when the same letter does not represent the same sound 
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or the same sound is not represented by the same letter or when some letters are not pronounced 

at all (silent letters) or in cases where sounds are pronounced with no letter representing them. 

Hence, high school students need proper guidance, knowledge and understanding about why such 

inconsistencies exist and what can be done to avoid mistakes in writing. 

Irrespective of historical lineage of English language exposure, Indian learners tend to 

commit certain errors in the use of several skills of English language. The prominent among them 

stem from the pronunciation part of language. The pronunciation of English words at sentence 

level or word level is particularly notable and remarkable. Several previous studies have explored 

the causes of faulty habits of pronunciation were attributed to the cultural variation. And it was 

also attributed to influence of mother tongue that of anindividual speaker. Then, the second 

mistake Indian learners tend to commits in grammar which shows lack of exposure to English. For 

the past several decades and until 1950’s English has been taught through literature in India. But 

the trend changed at the advent of Communicative Language Teaching inculcating 

‘communicative competence’ among the learners where all the skills are taught accordingly and 

eclectically.  Likewise, the mistakes occur in terms of skills while learning English language.  

Though there are many areas of language, the Indian students of English language commit 

serious mistakes in building spelling of English words. It has far reaching implications resulting 

in writing skills which affects larger academic and career interests of the student community. The 

commission of grave and frequent errors in English words leads to unintelligibility of text. It does 

not only lead to unintelligibility but also misunderstanding and misinterpretation of the text. For 

instance, similar pronunciation of the words ‘son’ and ‘sun’ is always confused for new learners 

of English until its context is deciphered properly. In a similar vein, the pronunciation of long 

vowel /i:/ in the word ‘receive’ is frequently spelled wrongly as ‘recieve’ because in many words 
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of English ‘-ieve’ stands for long vowel sound /i:/ as in ‘believe’. There are numerous words in 

English with confused morphological construction mismatching with pronunciation patterns of 

English. 

Certain morphological aspects of English language lead to the misspelling of words. It is 

known that many words in English can easily be split in to smaller chunks known as ‘morphemes’. 

For example, the words like ‘reader’, ‘printer’, ‘formatter’ which are nouns related to verbs ‘read’, 

‘print’, and ‘format’. It is here, Indian learners of English make serious errors in the process of 

turning them into nouns. The students feel an acute confusion whether to end them with ‘er’ or 

‘or’. It is an aspect of mistake morphemically connected to linguistics where students commit 

errors with poor knowledge of morphology. Therefore, this study insists on the importance of study 

of linguistics even for students of General English at graduation level. 

There are other notable aspects of committing spelling errors. One such error is associating 

singular-plural forms of words. Generally, a student does not get confused to make a singular word 

into plural one. But rarely in case of some words like ‘ox’(singular)- ‘oxen’ (plural), a student with 

poor knowledge English vocabulary writes ‘oxes’ as its plural form which does not exist in English 

lexis. Evidently, there are many such words we come across in English like ‘criterion’ (Singular) 

- ‘criteria’ (Plural), ‘Medium’ (Singular) - ‘media’ (Plural), ‘formula’ (Singular)- ‘formulae’ 

(Plural) where students tend to mistake. Similarly, addition of inflectional morphemes to a root 

word in building English spelling is often confused by students. It so happens because it is 

connected with the confusion in pronunciation /∫∂n/ with similar pronunciation of inflections in 

words like ‘profession’ versus ‘relation’. A large number of students from vernacular media of 

instruction make such phenomenal errors due to mother tongue intervention in learning target 

language i.e. English. 
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A close observation of high school students in Nizamabad mandal has disclosed that students 

confuse the pronunciation of some set of English words that have sounds, which do not exist in 

Telugu. It was also observed that students do not differentiate between some vowel sounds which 

have more than one way of pronunciation e.g. the vowel in “mat” and “mate”. 

The team has also noticed that the students have problems in the pronunciation of some 

English sounds for instance they confuse the contrast sounds e.g. here are some words and how 

the students pronounce them next to each word (service/serviis/,document /dɔcument/, ‘women’ 

/wumen/, ‘obstacle’ /ɔbsteikl/, ‘performance’ /pə:fɔ:mans/ so in the first word they used the long 

form instead of short form, in the second word they used /u/ instead of/ju/, in the word women 

they used /u/ instead of /i/ in the word ‘performance’ they pronounced it with long vowel /ə:/ 

instead of short one /ə/. So we find that they confuse different pronunciations of each vowel as if 

there is only one pronunciation for each sound according to their knowledge. Another area is that 

they have some errors with some consonants that do not exist in Telugu, so they replace them 

with other nearer consonant sounds. 

It is difficult for a second language learner to speak with native-like pronunciation. 

Therefore, this research attempts to identify the problematic areas of pronunciation and to 

identify the exact reasons behind them and to try to find suitable techniques that help the High 

school students of Nizamabad Mandal to speak English with better pronunciation. 

 

 

Review of Literature: 

Many linguists and researchers on Second language learners concluded that the English 
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pronunciation problems among speakers of other languages are the same but it is according to 

each language back ground. Telugu language is among them, so here we are going to see some 

of the factors that influence on learning second language (L2) in general and English 

pronunciation in particular and also try to identify the exact reasons behind such errors and 

finally try to find the suitable techniques and strategies that help the students improve their 

English pronunciation. 

Factors that influence learning English in general: 

Many studies in the field of second language acquisition discussed the factors that hinder 

achieving native-like pronunciation among foreign languages learners in general (O’Connor, 

2003; Yule, 2003). Researchers and linguists have pointed some linguistic factors such as the 

differences of the sound system between the (LI) and the (L2), the inconsistency of some sounds 

in English language, the mother tongue interference and the influence of spelling on pronunciation. 

1. Mother-Tongue Interference 

Several works have been conducted on the influence of L2 in learning English language 

,(Moosa,1972) and (Swan; Smith, 2001) reported that /p/ and /b/ sounds are two different 

phonemes and each one is distinguished by a native speaker. 

2. Sound System Differences between LI and L2 

As it has been mentioned by many linguists and researchers, there is a conflict between the 

sound systems of LI and L2 (Moosa,1972) noted that the learners of English form habits of their 

mother tongue, so they strongly build the phonological features of their mother tongue; this 

makes them encounter many difficulties in distinguishing sound systems between a native 

language and the second language. 
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3. Inconsistency of English Vowels 

One of the important problems faced by the students of English in general and theTelugu 

medium students of English in particular, is that each English vowel sound has more than just 

one pronunciation. This causes many difficulties to the learners and leads them to a 

mispronunciation (Cruttenden,1994) noted that the main difficulty for all those whose own 

languages have a less complex vowel system, lies in the establishment of the qualitative 

oppositions. Instead of using the exact quality and quantity of a special sound, the learner 

erroneously changes either the quality or the quantity of the sound; so in a certain word the 

learner tends to use the variant sounds e.g. in words like son /sʌn/,come /kʌm/, among /əmʌŋ/, 

monkey /mʌnki/,blood /blʌd/, flood /flʌd/;in all these words /o/and/oo/stand for the same sound 

of /ʌ /, but most of the learners, unless they have a mastery of the pronunciation of such vowels, 

they pronounce /ɔ/ or /u:/ in the place of /ʌ/. This is because of their first back ground about each 

sound, so they picture this thought in their minds as if each vowel has only one type of 

pronunciation and if that is true the learner can easily know and expect how to pronounce each 

word even if he is seeing it for the first time. That is if each letter represents only one phoneme, 

but in fact the situation is not like this, and that is one of the basic problems of 

English.(O’Connor, 2003) reported that it is not simple to know the exact sounds the letters stand 

for or represent in a certain word fo r instance in the words city /siti/, busy/bizi/, women/wimin/, 

pretty/priti/, village/vilidʒ/, English /iŋgliʃ/ the letters y,u,o,a,e, all of them stands for the same 

vowel sound /i/. 

A language is a system of conventional vocal signs by means of which human beings 

communicate. This definition has several important terms, each of which is examined in some 

detail in the following sections. A language is not just a collection of words, such as we find in a 
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dictionary. It is also the rules or patterns that relate words to one another. Every language has two 

levels to its system- a characteristic that is called duality of patterning. One of these levels consists 

of the meaningless components of a language are its sound system, or phonology. The other is 

meaningful units are its lexis(terminology), or vocabulary, and its grammatical system (syntax, 

morphology). 

Areas of Sound and Spelling Inconsistencies: 

The problems in sound and spelling of English can be grouped under the following headings: 

A. The same letter does not always represent the same sound. 

B. The same sound is not always represented by the same letter. 

C. Some letters are not pronounced at all 

D. We pronounce sounds in some places where there is no letter 

Same Letter Different Sounds: 

The same letter does not always represent the same sound in English. Some letters can stand for 

as many as four different sounds. For instance, 

The letter c has no sound equivalent as c. It is realized as 

1. /k/ as in cup, cat, cotton, bacon, etc. 

2. /s/as in cellar, receive, accent, access. 

The letter g is pronounced 

1. /g/ as in guess, guy, got, guide, gross, etc. 

2. //as in age, agenda, large, huge, etc. 

The letter s is realized as 

1. /s/ as in sat, sing, socks, etc. 

2. /z/ as in bosom, busy, cousin, easy, feasible, hesitate etc. 

3. /∫/ as in mission, sure, sugar 

4. /y/as in vision, measure, leisure, usual 

The letter u is realized as 

1. /u/as in put, bull, sugar 

2. /aI/ as in buy, guy 
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3. /[/as in succeed, succumb, suspect 

4. /∧/ as in bud, gull, luck, such, study, etc 

5. /u[/ as in jury, rural, etc. 

The letter A  is pronounced 

1. /æ/ as in sat, hand, match 

2. /a: / as in ask, balm, part, laugh, clerk 

3. /D/ as in was, want, wash, because 

4. // as in tall, all, walk 

5. /e/ as in  any, many 

6. /I/ as in village, private, baggage 

 

Same Sound Different Letters 

Another area of discrepancy between spelling and sound in English is a situation where the same 

sound is not always represented by the same letter. Such examples are: 

The velar plosive /k/ has different spelling forms ask, keen, speaker, peak, keg 

c cut, cap, act, cattle 

cc occasion, according, occur, occupy, 

 ch chemist, stomach 

ck pack ,back, black 

The velar Plosive /g/ is spelt 

g gate, give, bag, go, etc 

gg juggle, begged 

gh ghost, aghast 

The Palato-Alveolar Affricate // is represented by the following letters: 

j jump, ajar, injury, rejoice 

g germ, engine, village 

dg budget, bridge, porridge 

de grandeur 

di soldier 

dj adjoin, adjacent 
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The alveolar nasal /n/ has the following spelling realizations: 

n not, ant, run 

nn funny, running 

gn gnat, sign 

kn know, knowledge, knife 

The Labio- dental fricative /f/ is also spelt 

f fit, leaf, soft, after 

ff offer, affair, stiff 

gh laughter 

ough cough, rough 

ph Photo, trophy, graph 

 

This is not peculiar to consonant sounds. A vowel can be represented by varying sounds as in: 

The sound /e/ is realized in the following spellings: 

ai said, again 

e end, send, let, get 

ea dead, spread, health 

eo leopard, Leonard, Geoffrey 

ie friend 

ue guess, guest 

The sound /u:/ occurs in these spellings: 

ew crew, blew, chew 

o do, who, womb, prove 

oe shoe, canoe 

oo moon, room, food 

ou group, route, you 

u blue, rude, June 
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ui juice, fruit 

wo two 

The diphthongs also have the same chaotic spelling .e.g. /aI/ is spelt: 

ai aisle 

ei height, neither 

eye eye 

i lime, site, silence, tidy, ice 

ie die, cried, lie 

uy buy, guy 

y try, my, shy 

ye bye, dye 

ry rhyme 

Silent Letters: 

A lot of English words have silent letters which though written are not meant to be 

pronounced. Writing such words as one heard them uttered may produce erroneous spellings. 

Silent B as in:       limb, thumb, comb, numb, womb, debt, subtle, doubt 

Silent C as in: muscle, scene, science, abscess 

Silent D as in: width, handsome, handkerchief, Wednesday, sandpaper 

Silent G as in: gnash, gnaw, gnat, gnome, sign, hang, tongue, reign, thing, feign, diaphragm 

Silent H as in: hour, honest, honour, heir, exhaust, exhibit, vehicle, shepherd, ghost, rheumatism 

Silent K as in: know, knit, knock, knight, knee, knife, 

Silent L as in: could, would, should, calf, chalk. Palm, walk, yolk, half, behalf, psalm, talk 

Silent M as in: mnemonics 

Silent N as in: Hymn, solemn, condemn, column, autumn, 

Silent P as in: psalm, psychology, pneumonia, psychic, pseudo, corps, cupboard 

Silent T as in: listen, often, butcher, wrestle, deport, rapport, Wretch, ballet, Christmas 
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Inserting Sound where there is no Sound: 

Another sound/spelling problem in English is the intrusion of sound where there is no 

spelling to indicate that sound. The words could be spelt but the pronunciation is a problem to 

learners of English. Examples are: 

/j/is pronounced before u in the following words 

Cute  /kju:t/ 

Beauty        /bju:ti/ 

Eulogy  /ju:l[  I/ 

Cube  /kju:b/ 

Europe /ju[r[p/ 

 

/k/is an extra sound inserted before s in: 

Accept /[ksept/ Access  / ækses/ Accident /æksident/ 

Axle /æksl/   Axis /æksis/  Axe /æks/ 

 

Variants of the Plural and Past Tense Morpheme: The next area of variant that is a problem 

to non-native speakers of English is variation in the pronunciation of the plural and past tense 

morpheme.  

/s/ /z/ /Iz/ 

Cats/kæts/ dogs/dDgz/ houses/hauzIz/ 

Books/buks/ cows/kauz/ rushes/rA∫Iz 

laughs/la:fs/ girls/glz/ Dishes/dI∫Iz/ 

maps/mæps/ leaves/lI:vz/ Benches/benʧIz/ 
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The first column has their plural realized as /s/; the second /z/ and the third /Iz/. The same 

problem is with the formation of the past. Words with the following sounds are realized, though 

formed by the addition of the same letters. 

–ed: 

Stoned/stыnd/   washed/wD∫t/  started /sta:tId/    

Played/pleId/   faced/feist/  handed /hædId/ 

Begged/begd/   looked/lukt/  painted /peIntId/ 

Bribed/braIbd/   laughed/la:ft/  divided/dIvaIdId/ 

Dared/de[d/   rushed/rA∫t/  bolted/bыltId/ 

 

While the first column is realized as /d/, the second and third are realized as /t/ and /Id/ respectively. 

Methodology:  

 Two rural high schools in Nizamabad Mandal were identified for the research study- ZPHS 

Gopanpally and ZPHS Manikbandar. 

 The study consisted of three parts: Observation, Dictation Test and a Questionnaire 

 The Dictation test and the questionnaire were designed and administered to the students. 

 The procedure consisted of a dictation test followed by a questionnaire on basic concepts 

related to spelling and pronunciation.  

 The Sample consisted of 50 students including boys and girls of both ZPHS Goopanpally 

and ZPHS Manikbandar. 

Findings and Discussion: 
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The Survey conducted yielded that many students are unaware of the Pronunciation & 

Spelling patterns of English. Pronunciation plays a crucial role in speech. Spelling is sequence of 

letters in a word. Meanwhile, pronunciation is the manner of speaking. Spelling & Pronunciation 

share an ambiguous relation. For instance, the word “bazaar” is a Persian word. English has taken 

thousands of words from other languages. These borrowings are divided into loan words & 

translations.  Many respondents got confused between suffixes like “tion” & “sion”. Survey also 

pointed out that students feel pronunciation & spelling do not match many a time.  

The dictation test conducted showed that students don’t follow The Three Letter Rule and 

have no idea about content and functional words. Most students were unclear with “ei” or “ie” 

words. Students had minimal knowledge about rules of Capitalization. On basis of the two surveys, 

we noticed that only few students were able to pronounce the words adequately. They were 

unaware of some commonly confused words like affect and effect, expect and except which could 

mislead the total meaning of the sentence if they are not pronounced correctly, most of the students 

failed to recognize the basic silent letters. They were not familiar with the incipient concepts like 

stress and syllables.  

DICTATION WORDS:  

1. TSUNAMI                                 

2. OFTEN 

3. KNOWLEDGE 

4. ISLAND 

5. PSYCHOLOGY 

6. DOUBT 

7. KNOT 

8. COLUMN 

9. WHOLE 
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10. GRAMMAR 

11. BYTE 

12. CALM 

13. SCIENCE 

14. BELIEVE 

15. EIGHT 

16. HEIGHT 

These are the dictated words for the students. The above words are of different categories. 

They are: - 

  

factors affecting students spelling and pronunciation 

 
8% 

3% 

 
10% 

 
 
 
 

57% 

22% 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Mother tongue influence Knowledge resources Spelling Errors Articulation Others 
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Language in general is an ability inherent in us. Specific languages such as English are 

systems that result from that ability. We can know the underlying ability only through studying 

languages is to find out about ourselves, about what makes us persons. And the best place to start 

such study is with our own language, the one that has nurtured our minds and formed our view of 

the world. A good approach to studying languages is the historical one. To understand how things 

are, it is often helpful and sometimes essential to know how they got to be that way. If we are 

psychologists who want to understand a person’s behaviour, we must know something about that 

person’s origins and development. The same is true of a language. Another reason for studying the 

history of English is that many of the irregularities in today’s language are the leftovers of earlier. 

Knowing about the history of the language can help us to answer many questions. Knowledge of 

the history of English is no solution or recipe for curing all our linguistic ills but it can at least 

lighten some of the symptoms. Yet another reason for studying the history of English is that it can 

help us to understand the literature of earlier times. 

 

SILENT LETTERS 

 

HOMOPHONES 

 

EXCEPTIONS 

COMMONLY 

CONFUSED 

WORDS 

TSUNAMI BYTE / BITE HEIGHT GRAMMAR 

OFTEN KNOT / NOT SCIENCE BYTE 

CALM WHOLE / HOLE BELIEVE KNOT 

DOUBT  EIGHT WHOLE 

ISLAND   PSYCHOLOGY 

KNOWLEDGE    

COLUMN    
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The Vowel Letters: There are five letters that are considered to be true vowels: A, E, I, O, and 

U. The letter Y is often considered to be a “semi-vowel” because it sometimes functions as a vowel 

sound (as in myth, tryst, any, or fly) and sometimes as a soft consonant sound (as in yard, yet, or 

yonder). Finally, it’s worth mentioning that the letter, W, which is typically considered a 

consonant, can also behave as a vowel, but this only occurs when it combines with other vowels 

(known as vowel digraphs). 

Vowel Letters vs.Vowel Sounds 

In looking at two words, apple and ate, we will focus on the vowel letter A, which creates 

two different sounds depending on the spelling of the word—that is, A is the vowel in both words, 

but it behaves differently in each to create two distinct vowel sounds. Linguistics, on the other 

hand, treats the A in apple (/ˈæpəl/) as a different vowel altogether from the A in ate (/eɪt/), 

regardless of the fact that they are both formed by the same vowel letter. What we will refer to as 

a vowel is the letter that produces a variety of different sounds, whereas the unique pronunciation 

according to the letter’s place and purpose in different spellings will be referred to as its vowel 

sound. 

Consonants 

In addition to vowels, the English alphabet is also made up of consonants. While vowels 

represent open-mouthed speech sounds, consonants represent sounds that are made when part or 

all of the vocal tract is closed. Because they require a specific position of the lips, cheeks, tongue, 

etc., there is generally little to no difference in how consonants are pronounced between different 

speakers of English. (The pronunciation of vowels, on the other hand, can differ drastically 
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depending on dialect). There are 21 consonants: B, C, D, F, G, H, J, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, 

V, W, X, Y, and Z. 

THE ORGANS OF SPEECH 

The principal organs of speech. You can use this diagram together with the following discussion 

of sounds to locate the places where the sounds are made. 

1. Nasal cavity 9.Front of tongue 

2. Lips 10.Back of tongue 

3. Teeth 11.Oral cavity 

4. Alveolar ridge 12.Pharynx 

5. Hard palate 13.Epiglottis 

6. Velum 14.Larynx 

7. Uvula 15.Vocal cords 

8. Tip of tongue 16.Trachea 

17. Esophagus  

 

Sounds of Current English 

Consonants are classified according to their place of articulation as stops, fricatives, affricates, 

nasals, liquids or semivowels. 

Stops: The sounds [p], [t], and [k] are voiceless stops (also called plosives). They are so called 

because in making them the flow of the breath is actually stopped for a second and then released 

by an explosion. 
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Fricatives:For the sounds called fricatives(or aspirants a narrow opening is made somewhere in 

the mouth, so that the air must “rub” (Latin fricare) it’s through instead of exploding through a 

complete obstruction, as the stops do. The fricatives of present –day English are four pairs of 

voiceless and voiced sounds, plus one that’s unpaired voiceless. 

Affricates: The voiceless and voiced affricates are the initial and final sounds of church and judge, 

respectively. They begin very much like the stops [t] and [d] respectively, but end like the 

fricatives[s]and[z]. 

Nasals: Consonants produced by blocking the mouth and letting the air flow instead through the 

nose are called nasals. 

Pronunciation 

Pronunciation always plays the key role in the recognition of a word in speech. Learning 

correct pronunciation of English words is the most important factor in learning and teaching a 

foreign and second language. In other words, this is a big  problem for English language learners, 

because the English language does not have fixed phonetic rules. It’s important to know that the 

English language has borrowed words and expressions extensively from many languages 

throughout its history. That in fact, is the main reason for the pronunciation of those words which 

naturally sound different from the spelling, since they were borrowed from other languages into 

the English language. 

KINDSOFWORDS 

The words of our speech in English language may be divided into several kinds: the first 

kind, the words which carry the meaning of the statement uttered and the second kind, the words 
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which help that utterance to become grammatically correct. We give some examples below in 

order to understand this subject. Observe, for example, ‘Ali gone university today’. Obviously, the 

intended sense is conveyed, but the statement is grammatically incorrect. A correct example in 

writing is: ‘Ali has gone to university today’. Therefore, the two kinds of words are here mentioned 

as follows: “Ali, gone, university, today”- these words carry the idea of the statement. Thus, they 

are called content words. The words – has, to help the above words in making the statement 

grammatically acceptable. These are called structure words. We’ll discuss about this in depth in 

further concepts. 

Spelling 

Spelling contains the rules which govern the way letters are used to write the words of 

speech; a particular sequence of letters in a word. The history of English spelling begins with the 

origins of English in the British Isles 1500 years ago. This long history has led to many oddities 

of English spelling. They are aspects that have caused the complexity between sounds and spelling 

in English language: first factor is that the pronunciation of English language has changed over 

the last 500 years and second one is that thousands of words English has taken from other 

languages. Spelling is a linguistic unit of language which refers to writing skill directly. Hence, 

definition of writing as one of language skills is necessary for discussion in this project. Writing 

is defined as art of a writer. The learning of writing is one of the most important skills that second 

language learners need to develop their ability to communicate ideas and information effectively 

in target language. 

English spelling and Pronunciation 
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The English language has words which are sometimes spelt quite differently from the way 

they are pronounced. In other words, English spelling and English pronunciation are hostile and 

strangers to each other; hostile, because neither accepts without a quarrel the usage of the other; 

strangers, because very often one does not recognize the other. Note that the learning of English 

spelling and English pronunciation are as important as learning English grammar and vocabulary 

to language learners. It is important to remember that the phonological system of every language 

changes, but writing systems do so very slowly. Just as English has borrowed words, morphemes, 

and phonological features, so it has also borrowed spellings from other languages. For example, 

in the middle English period, many literate people knew French as well as English. Many French 

words were borrowed into English during this period, so in fact, that the language gradually 

became quite different from Old English spoken in earlier days and it is not surprising that some 

characteristics of French writing were extended to English. English takes many of its words from 

different languages around the world. These words are broadly known as borrowings, and they are 

subdivided into two categories: loan words and loan translations. A loan word is a term taken 

from another language and used without translation. 

Loan words 

Loanwords are words adopted by the speakers of one language from a different language 

(the source language). A loanword can also be called a borrowing. The abstract noun borrowing 

refers to the process of speakers adopting words from a source language into their native language. 

“Loan” and “borrowing” are of course metaphors, because there is no literal lending process. There 

is no transfer from one language to another, and no “returning” words to the source language. They 

simply come to be used by a speech community that speaks a different language from the one they 

originated in. 
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Borrowing is a consequence of cultural contact between two languages communities. The 

actual process of borrowing is complex and involves many usage events (i.e., instances of use of 

the new word). Generally, some speakers of the borrowing language know the source language 

too, or at least enough of it to utilize the relevant words. They adopt them when speaking the 

borrowing language. For example, English speakers adopted the word garage from French, at 

first with a pronunciation nearer to the French pronunciation than is now usually found. Apparently 

the very first speakers who used the word in English knew at least some French and heard the word 

used by French speakers. 

However, in time more speakers can become familiar with a new foreign word. The 

community of users can grow to the point where even people who know little or nothing of the 

source language understand, and even use the novel word themselves. The new word becomes 

conventionalized. At this point we call it a narrowing or loan word. (Not all foreign words do 

become loanwords; if they fall out of use before they become wide spread, they do not reach the 

loan word stage.) 

The following list is a small sampling of the loanwords that came into English from different 

languages. 

Greek 

1. Phone 

Meaning: A phone is a device that’s used to communicate with people from a distance. 

Origin: The English word phone is actually short for telephone, which comes from the Greek 

words for sound (phon) and far away(tele). 

2.Hyper 

Meaning: Someone who is hyper is very energetic and lively. 
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Origin: Hyper actually a shortening of the word hyperactive, which combines the Greek word 

meaning “over, beyond” and the Latin word for something that’s done(act). 

Latin  

Finish 

Meaning: To finish something means to be done with it. In a few seconds you’ll be 

Finished reading this sentence. 

Origin: Finish comes from the Latin word finis which means “end.” In many words, this is 

shortened to fin. 

Letter 

Meaning: A letter is a symbol that represents a sound in a language, like a, b, c, or the rest of the 

alphabet. A letter is also a message you write and send to someone. Emails are digital letters! 

Origin: In Latin, a letter was called a littera, and the lit and liter parts of this word appear in many 

English words that are related to letters. 

French 

5.Question 

Meaning: Asking a question means trying to get information about something. Questions end in 

question marks(?). 

Origin: Originally from Latin, English borrowed the Old French word question. The word means 

“to ask” or “to seek,” and it shows up in a number of ways in other words, from quire to quest. 

This one can be tough to spot since it switches between using the French and Latin versions of the 

word. 

Liberty 

Meaning: Liberty is the state of being free. The Statue of Liberty in NewYork is a symbol of 

freedom. 

Origin: Another originally Latin word, liberty found its way into English through the Old French 

liberate, usually shortened to lib. 

 

 

Spelling Conventions 
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Because modern English has been formed from and influenced by a variety of different 

languages—Latin, Greek, French, German, etc.—in addition to its evolution from Old and 

Middle English, the ways in which words are spelled and created can often seem inconsistent, 

illogical, and even contradictory. Adding to the problem is that there is no single unified consensus 

governing English, so there are many discrepancies and differences in how words are spelled, 

pronounced, and even used grammatically in different parts of the world. While there may be no 

single set of “rules” for English spelling, there are many different conventions and patterns we can 

use to help to make it easier to grasp. 

Affixes 

An Affix is an element that is added to a base word or root word to create a new or inflected form. 

The most common affixes are prefixes, which attach to the beginning of a base or root word ,and 

suffixes, which attach to the end. 

Prefixes 

Prefixes are morphemes (specific groups of letters with particular semantic meaning) that are 

added on to the beginning of root or base words to change their meaning. Prefixes are one of the 

two predominant kinds of affixes; Other one is Suffixes. Prefixes can only be derivational; adding 

a prefix always changes the basic meaning of the word. 

Suffixes 

Suffixes are morphemes that are added onto the end of root words to change their meaning. 

Suffixes are one of the two predominant kinds of affixes. Suffixes can be either inflectional 
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(changing only the grammatical function of a word without changing its basic meaning) or 

derivational (creating a word with an entirely new meaning). 

Commonly Confused Suffixes 

Because many suffixes overlap in their meaning, it can sometimes be confusing to 

determine which one is appropriate to use with a particular base word or root. To make things even 

more complicated, many suffixes also have alternate forms that are used in particular contexts or 

have evolved as the more accepted version. Take example as: 

“-tion”vs.“-sion” 

The suffixes “-tion” and “-sion” are both used to create nouns from verbs (and, less 

commonly, adjectives and other nouns) to describe a state, condition, action, process, practice, or 

the result thereof. They are actually just permutations of the same suffix, “-ion,”but there are 

specific conditions that will dictate which one we use, so it is worthwhile to consider them 

individually. For example, verbs ending in “-ize” will take the“-tion” ending when becoming 

nouns (e.g.,generalize becomes generalization);verbs ending in “-mit,” on the other hand, will take 

the “-sion” ending (e.g., permit becomes permission). 

“-able”vs.“-ible” 

The suffixes “-able” and “-ible” are both used to form adjectives meaning “possible, 

capable of, suitable for, or causing.” Of the two, “-able” is much more common: it is what’s known 

as a “living” or “productive” suffix, meaning that it is still being used to create new words. For 

example, acceptable, honourable, palatable, etc. The variant “-ible,” on the other hand, is only used 

in older words that have survived into modern English. 
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SpellingRules 

TheThree-LetterRule 

The “three-letter rule” is a spelling convention stating that “c ontent words”—words that 

communicate meaningful information, such as nouns, (most) verbs, adjectives, and adverbs—will 

almost always be spelled with at least three letters. Words that are spelled with only one or two 

letters, on the other hand, will almost always be “function words”—words that perform 

grammatical functions to help construct a sentence., let’s look a bit more closely at the difference 

between content words and function words. 

Content words 

A content word (also known as a lexical word) is a word that expresses the specific content 

of what we’re talking about at a given time. Nouns (e.g., dog, happiness), most*verbs (e.g., run, 

talk, decide) all have meaning that is considered lexically important. In addition, content words 

are considered an open class of words, meaning that new words can be added to their various parts 

of speech without difficulty. For example, the word email is now an accepted and common place 

term, with a distinct lexical meaning as both a noun and a verb, but it wouldn’t have made sense 

to anybody 100yearsago. 

Function words 

A function word (also known as a structure word) is a word that primarily serves to 

complete the syntax and grammatical tone of a sentence. These include pronouns, prepositions, 

conjunctions, articles and interjections. Another distinct aspect of function words is that they are 
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considered a closed class of words, which, unlike content words, means that we don’t add new 

words to these groups. 

Determining spelling using the three-letter rule : the three-letter rule is a useful 

convention to follow when we’re trying to determine the spelling of short, single-syllable words. 

Many one- and two letter function words are homophones of short content words: they have 

different spellings, but their pronunciations are the same. By remembering that content words will 

almost always be three or more letters long, we can choose the correct spelling for the word we 

mean. For example: 

Exceptions: 

While the three-letter rule is fairly reliable for determining the spelling of common words, 

there are a few content words that have fewer than three letters. The most common content words 

that go against the three-letter rule have two letters—the only one-letter words in English are a, I 

and O. Here is a list of examples ad, be, do,go. 

I Before E, Except After C 

Perhaps the best-known spelling convention in English is “I Before E, Except After C,” 

meaning that I comes before E in most words, except when both letters immediately follow C. Due 

to the simplicity of the rule and its easily remembered rhyming mnemonic, it is often one of the 

first rules taught to those learning English spelling. However, even though the basic element of 

the rule is straightforward, it is actually quite a bit more complicated. In fact, the full rhyme 

typically goes like this: “I before E, except after C, Or when sounding like A As in neighbour or 

weigh.” 
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When the letters sound like E (/i/) The “I before E” rule is most useful if we focus on 

instances when E and I are put together as vowel digraphs—that is, two vowels working together 

to form a single speech sound. With this in mind, the basic rule is fairly reliable when IE or EI 

function as digraphs that produce the sound /i/. For Example:- 

I  before  E    Except after C 

Achieve(/əˈʧiv/) Believe (/bɪˈliv/)    ceiling (/ˈsilɪŋ/)   conceit(/kənˈsit/) 

E  before I when sounding like A(/eɪ/) 

The second half of the rhyme- “Or when sounding like A”—alludes to the fact hat E often comes 

before I without C when EI is pronounced /eɪ/: freight(/freɪt/),  eight(/eɪt/. Less commonly, the 

digraph EI produces the sound /aɪ / .There are only a few common root words in which this is the 

case: height(/haɪt/), heist(/haɪst/) 

Exceptions to the /i/ rule (and tips for remembering them): There are still quite a few common 

exceptions in which E comes before I but not after C. We’ll look at one of the examples, 

weird: - A very common word that goes against the “I before E when it sounds like /i/”rule is the 

word weird. A good way to remember that E should come first is the mnemonic “we are weird.” 

I before E after C when making the “sh” sound(/ʃ/) 

E will usually come before I after C when it makes the /s/ sound, as in ceiling or receive. However, 

when C makes the /ʃ/ (“sh”) sound, it is often followed by IE (and usually N).For example: 

Ancient(/ˈeɪnʃənt/), Deficient(/dɪˈfɪʃənt/) 
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When forming two syllables: - When E and I are split across two syllables, the sound of the first 

syllable will usually let us know which letter goes first. A syllable break will be indicated by an 

inter punct[·] in each word, and by a dot[.] 

Capitalization 

The capitalization of a word (meaning its first letter is in the upper case) often depends 

upon its context and placement within a sentence. Determining when to capitalize words in the 

titles of creative or published works (such as novels, films, essays, plays, paintings, news 

headlines, etc.) can be very difficult because there is no single, generally accepted rule to follow. 

However, there are some standard conventions, which we’ll discuss a little further on. 

 Capitalizing the first word of a sentence The first word of a sentence is always 

capitalized. This helps the reader clearly recognize that the sentence has begun. 

 Trademarks beginning with a lowercase letter a trademark or brand name will begin 

with a lowercase letter immediately followed by an uppercase letter, as in iPhone, eBay, 

eHarmony, etc 

 Proper Nouns A proper noun names someone or something that is one of a kind; this is 

signified by capitalizing the first letter of the word, no matter where it appears in a sentence. 

“I’ve been offered a teaching position at the University of Telangana.” 

 Appellations These are additional words added to a person’s name. These may be used to 

indicate respect (known as honorifics) or (known as titles). E.g. “Please see if Mr. Parker 

and Mrs. Wright will be joining us this evening.”;“Alexander the Great” 

 Acronyms and Initialisms. Acronyms and initialisms are abbreviations of multiple words 

using just their initial letters. Because acronyms are said as distinct words, they are usually 
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(but not always) written without periods. E.g.“I need those documents finished 

A.S.A.P.”(acronym or initialism of “As Soon As Possible”; also, often written as ASAP, 

asap, and a.s.a.p.) 

 Abbreviations in conversational English : In conversational writing, especially with the 

advent of text messages and online messaging, many phrases have become shortened into 

informal abbreviations, here are just a few of the most common: LOL (short for “Laugh 

Out Loud); OMG(short for “Oh My God”);TTYL(short for “Talk To You Later”) 

 

Pronunciation Conventions 

Like spelling, English pronunciation is especially tricky due its seeming lack of consistency 

and intuitive structure. we’ll look at some of the more difficult aspects of pronunciation, 

specifically focusing on tricky vowel sounds and tricky consonant sounds that are hard to guess 

simply by looking at the letters of a word, also look at the various silent letters, paying particular 

attention to the various roles of Silent E, syllables, we’ll conclude by looking at the stress we place 

on syllables. 

Tricky Vowel Sounds: Vowel sounds are an especially tricky part of English pronunciation 

because of how flexible and malleable they can be. While consonant sounds are fairly uniform 

throughout various dialects, vowel sounds can have slight variations in pronunciation from one 

region to another. In this section, we’ll look at the three ranges of vowel sounds: monophthongs 

(single vowel sounds within a syllable), diphthongs (two vowels sounds combined within a 

syllable), and triphthongs(three vowels sounds combined within a syllable) 

Monophthongs 
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The most basic vowel sound is known as a monophthong, which is a single vowel sound 

within a single syllable. “Mono-” suggests, a monophthong is a single sound (to which the root“-

phthong”refers) within a single syllable. Most of these are short vowels, though there are some 

long vowel monophthongs as well. Some examples:  

VowelLetter IPASymbol ExampleWords 

Aa 

I i 

/æ/ 

/ɪ/ 

apple (/ˈæpəl/)

 map(/mæp/) 

tip(/tɪp/)stri p(/str ɪp/) 

Diphthongs 

A diphthong (pronounced/ˈdɪfθɔŋ/) is a single-syllable vowel sound in which the beginning 

of the sound glides to another, slightly different vowel sound. For this reason, diphthongs are often 

referred to as gliding vowels. There are eight diphthongs in American English, four of which are 

“traditional” long vowels (vowel sounds that are pronounced the same way as the names of the 

letters), and four of which are produced by certain vowel digraphs or in combination with the letter 

R. For example: 

Traditional Long Vowel Diphthongs Other Long Vowel Diphthongs 

tape(/teɪp/)nice(/naɪs/) boy(/bɔɪ/)pout(/paʊt/) 

 

Triphthongs 
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Very rarely, a single syllable may contain three vowel sounds that quickly glide together; 

these sounds are known as triphthongs. There are three triphthongs that are generally agreed upon 

in American English: /aʊə/ (“ah-oo-uh”), /aɪə/ (“ah-ih-uh”), and /jʊə/ (“ee-oo-uh”). The first 

occurs when the digraph OU is followed by an R, the second occurs with the letter combination 

IRE, and the third occurs when UR is followed by a Y, I, or silent E .For example: 

sour(/saʊər/) 

fire(/faɪər/) 

Tricky Consonant  Sounds 

Unlike vowels, many consonant letters will generally make the same consonant sound no 

matter where they appear in a word. However, some consonant sounds can be made by several 

different letters when they appear in certain parts of a word or in combination with other 

consonants. Many of these are covered in the section on consonant digraphs, but there are a few 

sounds that can be made by several different single letters as well. We’ll very briefly look at these 

sounds here, 

Forming the /k/ Sound The consonant sound /k/ can be produced by the consonants C,K, and X, 

as well as the consonant digraphs CC and CK and the combination QU. 

Letter(s) Example 

C cover(/ˈkʌvər/) 

K risky(/ˈrɪski/) 
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X toxic(/ˈtɑksɪk/) 

CC occasion(/əˈkeɪʒən/) 

CK rock(/rɑk/) 

QU technique(/tɛkˈnik/) 

Pronouncing the Letter S 

The letter S can sometimes be problematic for pronunciation due to the wide range of 

speech sounds it can represent. Its most common sound is the unvoiced sibilant /s/, but it also 

makes the /z/ sound (formed the same way, but with the vocal cords engaged), the/ʃ/sound (the 

sound associated with the digraph SH), and the /ʒ/ sound (made like the /ʃ/sound, but with the 

vocal cords engaged).We’ll go over some examples of how S reliably forms each of these sounds, 

When S is only pronounced/s/ 

 At the beginning of a word S is almost always pronounced /s/ if it appears at the beginning 

of a word, as in: sat(/sæt/), social(/ˈsoʊʃəl/), syllable(/ˈsɪləbəl/).The only exceptions to this 

rule are the words sugar and sure, pronounced/ ˈʃʊgər/ and /ʃʊər/, respectively 

 As a suffix S is also always pronounced /s/ when it functions as a suffix for example: books 

(/bʊks/) laughs (/læfs/) 

When S is only pronounced /z/ As a suffix If the suffix “-s” comes after a voiced  consonant sound 

(/b/, /d/, /g/, /l/, /m/, /n/, /ŋ/, /r/, /ð/, /v/) or a vowel sound, the Swill be pronounced as /z/. When 

adding “-s” to a word that ends in a voiced or unvoiced sibilant speech sound (/s/, /z/, /ʃ/, /ʒ/, /ʧ/, 

/ʤ/), the suffix becomes “-es”and is pronounced/ɪz/ examples:-dreads (/drɛdz/), eggs (/ɛgz/) 
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Silent Letters 

Because English has evolved from several different sources (Latin, Greek, French, 

German, Old English, etc.),it has had to assimilate the various spelling and pronunciation quirks 

of its predecessors. This has resulted in many instances in which particular letters become silent. 

While it may seem like silent letters serve no purpose in a word, they can actually help distinguish 

two words that are otherwise homophonous, help indicate the meaning or origin of a word, or even 

help us determine the overall pronunciation of a word. 

Silent Vowels: While silent consonants tend to give people the most difficulty due to how 

unpredictable and illogical they seem, there are also a few truly silent vowels (as opposed to vowel 

digraphs, which work together to form specific sounds). By far the most common of these is the 

silent E, 

Silent E: Silent E has a wide range of functions in determining the pronunciation of a word. We’ll 

have a brief look at some of the most common of these conventions, dictating a word’s 

pronunciation and meaning One of the most common purposes of silent E is to help the reader 

determine the pronunciation of a vowel sound that comes before the previous consonant. In many 

cases, silent E also helps indicate a difference in meaning between a similarly spelled word that 

doesn’t have an E at the end. Here are some examples: 

 

WordwithoutSilentE Meaning WordwithSilentE Meaning 

them(/ðɛm/) (pron.)

 Theobjectivecaseofth

epersonalpronoun 

theme(/θim/) (noun) A

 topic,subject,oridea

. 
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they. 

hop(/hɑp/) (verb)Tojumporleapashortdi

stance. 

hope(/hoʊp/) (verb)Towishforor

 desire(something). 

Silent Consonants Because consonants generally make distinct speech sounds (unlike vowels, 

which can be malleable and inconsistent, depending on the word) . 

Syllables 

A syllable is a sequence of speech sounds (formed from vowels and consonants)organized 

into a single unit that acts as a building block of a spoken word. Syllables can be structured several 

ways, but they always contain a nucleus (the core of the syllable),which is almost always formed 

from a vowel sound.Syllables may also contain consonant sounds that form a non set(a sound 

before the nucleus), a coda(a sound after the nucleus),or both, but they do not have to contain 

either. Structured the same way. There are six types of syllables that are identified in English based 

on a word’s spelling and the type of sound the syllable’s nucleus creates. The two most basic 

categories are open and closed syllables 

Open syllables an open syllable (also known as a free syllable) is one that has a single vowel letter 

for its nucleus and does not have a consonant sound after the vowel. An open syllable can be a 

vowel sound on its own, or else have one or more consonant sounds that precede the nucleus. 

Closed syllables A closed syllable is one in which a single vowel is followed by a coda, which 

consists of one or more consonant sounds at the end of the syllable (not including the consonant 

R, which is a separate category). Closed syllables often have an onset as well, but this is not always 

the case. 
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Stress 

Stress (sometimes known as accent) refers to the emphasis placed on syllables and words 

in speech. Stress on individual syllables is called word stress, while stress on words within a 

sentence is known as sentence stress. Word Stress When we talk about word stress, we are 

describing the primary emphasis put on one specific syllable within a word—a word cannot have 

more than one syllable with primary emphasis. Because nearly all syllables must contain at least a 

vowel sound, we only apply stress to vowels, not consonant sounds.  

Sentence Stress :Sentence stress (also called prosodic stress) differs from the internal word stress 

placed on individual syllables with varying emphasis placed on certain words within a sentence. 

Common Mistakes and Commonly Confused Words 

English has a large number of homophones—words that have the same pronunciation but 

different meanings. In addition, there are many pairs of words that sound very similar but are 

slightly different when pronounced carefully, as well as those that are similar enough in spelling 

or meaning, we’ll look at various sets of words that are commonly confused in writing 

accept vs. except :When properly and carefully pronounced, accept and except have slightly 

different pronunciations of their initial vowels: accept is pronounced /æk ˈsɛpt/,while except is 

pronounced /ɪkˈsɛpt/. Because of this blending of pronunciations, the two words can sometimes be 

confused in writing. Accept is a verb broadly meaning “to receive or take,” “to give an affirmative 

or approving answer,” or “to understand or regard as true, proper, correct, or normal.” For example: 

“We’re pleased to accept your invitation to dinner.” 
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Except can also function as a verb, but it is much more common as a preposition or a conjunction 

(meaning “other than; excluding; apart from”). For example: “Everyone except Janet came to the 

movie.” (preposition) 

affect vs. effect: Affect is usually a verb meaning “to act upon or produce a change or effect in,” 

as in: “I’ve never seen a film that affected me so deeply before.” 

Effect, on the other hand, is a noun meaning “a result produced by some cause or the action of an 

agent.” For example:“Your writing really has a profound effect on me!” 

✔“The bright lights affected my vision.” (The lights acted upon the speaker’s vision, with the 

specific outcome being implied, so affect is correct.) 

✖“The bright lights effected my vision.”(My vision is not an outcome or result, so effect is 

incorrect.) 

principalvs.principle 

Principal is both a noun and an adjective. As a noun, it most generally means “a person who holds 

a position of primary importance in or leads some event, action, or organization,” 

“The principal made an announcement to the school about the recent policy changes.” 

Principle can only function as a noun, generally meaning “an established, accepted, or 

fundamental rule, law, axiom, or doctrine,” 

“It’s not about the money; it’s about the principle of sticking by your friends, no matter what!” 

Languages change throughout their existence – new words get introduced, old words 

dropout of use, meanings shift and pronunciation alter. English language is no exception. Every 
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word in English has a history.  In English language, sometimes one sound is represented by one 

single letter, sometimes one sound is represented by more than one letter and sometimes more than 

one sound represents only one letter. Ultimately, mastering the particulars of English spelling and 

pronunciation require exposure and repetition—reading as much as possible and listening to how 

people speak, until recognizing the way words should look and sound becomes second nature. 

Recommendations 

According to the results of our study, we recommend the following: 

• Teaching should focus on both recognition and production of sounds. i.e., teachers should 

recognize the pronunciation errors of the students, correct them and also teach the students 

how to pronounce these sounds correctly. 

• The study suggests that there should be pronunciation lessons in the same pattern as 

lessons in other skills e.g.,Grammar, and vocabulary and sentence structure to draw the 

attention of the students to the importance of pronunciation in learning English. 

• In case of problem vowel sounds for the Telugu medium students, it is suggested to have 

listening sessions at regular intervals using audio aids like CDs, videos etc. for practice, 

correction and developing the proper sounds. These tools can be very useful for practicing 

pronunciation. 

• It is also worth looking at the dictionary for checking the correct pronunciation of words. 

• Watching English movies. 

• Talking to self in the mirror. 

• Reading books related to English language. 
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Conclusion  

English language is no exception. Every word in English has history. The written form of 

the English language represents its spoken form. English spelling and pronunciation require 

exposure and repetition.  Rural High school students need to be given an exposure to the rules, 

exceptions and commonly confused words in English. During the study, we understood that 

pronunciation and spelling can be a hurdle for rural high school students and it needs to be 

addressed at an early stage to improve the language competencies of the students. 
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1. ఉపో్ ద్యా త్ం :  

ఇందూరు చందు యక్షగానం సాంస్కృతిక వారస్త్వం ఈ అంశానికి స్ంబంధ ంచన 
స్మగర విష్యాలను స్ంప్ూరణంగా అంద్ ంచడమే ఈ ప్రిశోధన ముఖ్య ఉద్దే శ్యం. 
అంత్రించప్ో త్ునన అప్ురూప్ జానప్ద కళారూప్ాల ప్రా ముఖ్యత్ను చయటడం, వాటి ప్రిరక్షణ 
అందరి బాధయత్ గా గురుి  చదయడం.  

భవిష్యతి్రాలకు వాటి గొప్పత్నయనిన అంద్ ంచడం మా అదృష్ు ం గా భావిస్ుి నయనం . 

2. లక్ష్యయలు:- 

మన స్ంస్ృతిని స్ంప్రద్యయాలను ప్ండగలు , కళారూప్ాలు కాప్ాడుత్ునయనయి.అందులో 
ముఖ్యంగా చందు యక్షగానం ప్రముఖ్మ ైనద్ .  



 ఇలాంటి అరుద్ెైన కళారూప్ానిన , ద్ీనిప ై ఆధయరప్డిన కళాకారుల గొప్పత్నయనిన 
ప్రప్ంచయనికి చయటడం వారి జీవన సిితిగత్ులను తెలియజేయడం. 

 
3. చరిత్ర : ఇందూరు – నిజామాబాదు   

 



ఇందూరు  
             తెలంగాణయలోనే అరుద్ెైన స్ంస్కృతికి నిలయంగా పేరు తెచుుకునన నిజామాబాదు 
కు ప్ూరవ నయమమే ఇందూరు. ఇందూరు ప్ూరవనయమం (ఇందరప్ురి). ఈ నగరం రాష్ు రకూట 
రాజు నిత్యవరేషందుర డు కరర॥శ్॥ 915 ప్రా ంత్ంలో బో ధన నగరంలో ఇందరనయరాయణ ద్దవాలయానిన 
నిరిమంచ త్న పేర 'ఇందరప్ురం' నగరానిన నిరిమంచయడని క ందరు చయరితిరకుల అభిప్రా యం. కరర॥శ్॥ 
1876లో మొదటి సాలార్ ప్రధయన మంతిరగా ఉననప్ుపడు 'ఇందూరు' నగరానిన జిలాల  కేందరంగా 
మారాుడు. కరర॥ శ్॥ 1905లో జిలాల ల ప్ునరివభజనలో భాగంగా ఆరవ నిజాం పేరు మీదుగా 
ఇందూరును నిజామాబాదు జిలాల గా  నయమకరణం చదయడమ ైనద్ . 

ఈ ప్రా ంతయనిన మినీ భారత్ గా పిలుసాి రు. ఎందుకంటే ఉతి్ర భారతీయుల ైన ప్ంజాబీలు, 
మారావడీలు , రాజ్ ప్ుత్ లు, మహారాష్్టు రయులు త్ద్ త్ర విభినన స్ంస్కృత్ుల మేలు 
కలయికగా, ఐకయత్ను ప్ుణికి ప్ుచుుకునన విశిష్ఠ  స్ంప్రద్యయాల కలబో త్కు ప్రతిబింబంగా  
నిలుస్ుి ందీ్  దకి్ష్ణ భారత్ ధరణి ఈ ఇందరప్ురి - ఇందూరు - నిజామాబాదు . 

4. జన ప్దం - జానప్ద కళలు 

జనులు నివసించదద్  జనప్దం. ప్ూరవ కాలంలోని జనులు అకకడకకడయ గుంప్ు గుంప్ు 
లుగా నివసించదవారు. ఆ నివసించద ప్రా ంతయనిన “జనప్దం” అనయనరు. ఆ జనప్ద్యలోల  
నివసించదవారు జానప్దులయాయరు. జానప్దులకు స్ంబంధ ంచన కళలను “జానప్దకళలు” 
అంటారు. జానప్ద సాహిత్యం, జానప్ద నృత్యం, జానప్ద కళలు మొదల ైన ప్ద్యలనీన 
ఇలాంటివే. 

మనిష్టి అంద్యనిన ఆరాధ ంచడం, ఆనందంలో జీవించడం కోరుక ంటాడు. ప్రకృతి లోని 
అంద్యలను, కిలకిలారావాలను మేలికలయికగా చదస్ుక ని కళలను అభయసించయడు. త్న విదయతో 
తయను స్ంత్ృపిి ప్డడమేకాక తోటివారిని ఆనందంగా ఉంచడయనికి చదసే ప్రయత్నమే కళ 
అనుక నయనడు. కళలను ప్ోర త్సహించడయనికి కళాకారుల భుకిి గడవడయనికి రాజులు, ద్ొ రలు, 



జాగీరాే రుల  త్మకు తోచన రీతిలో స్హాయం అంద్ ంచద వారు. క నిన కులస్ంఘాలు ప్రతదయకంగా 
ఒక క కళను ప్ోర త్సహించదవి. ఇప్పటికి కులస్ంఘాల ప్ో ష్ణలతో క నిన కళలు 
రూప్ుమాయకుండయ ఉనయనయి. 

5. ఇందూరు జానప్ద కళారూప్ాలు 

  

ఇందూరు ప్రా ంత్ంలో ఎననన జానప్ద కళలు ఆవిరభవించయయి. ఇకకడ వెలువరింప్బడడ  
జానప్ద సాహిత్యం అమూలయమ ైనద్ . ఎందరో కవులు జానప్ద సాహితయయనిన ప్ో ష్టించయరు.  
యక్ష గానయలు, కరరినలు, భజన ప్ాటలు, కోలాటప్ాటలు, రచంచయరు. ఇవేగాక శరా మికులు, 
కరషకులు త్మ శ్రమను మరచప్ో వడం కోస్ం ప్ాడుక నే ప్ాట ల ననన వెలువడయడ యి. మోట 
క టేు టప్ుపడు, ఎడల  బండి నడిపేటప్ుపడు, కలుప్ు తీసేటప్ుపడు, త్ూరాపర బటేు టప్ుపడు ప్ాడద 
వయవసాయద్యరుల ప్ాటలోల  ఎననన రహసాయలు ద్యగి ఉంటాయి. అంతదగాక గాయకుల హృద 
యాలోల  నుండి ప్ొ ంగిప్ొ రలే భావం ప్రస్ుపటమౌతోంద్ . ఈ సాహిత్యమంతయ మౌఖికమ.ే ఒకరి 
నుండి మరొకరు నేరుుక ననద్ద.  

లలిత్ కళలోల   సాహిత్యం - ఒక భాగమ ైనప్పటికి ద్యనిని ప్రతదయకంగానే గురిిసాి రు. త్కికన 
నృత్యం, స్ంగీత్ం, చత్రలేఖ్నం, శిలపం లాంటి వాటిని వేరుగా పేరొకంటారు. ప్రస్ుి త్ం ఇందూరు 
జానప్ద కళలోల  నృత్యస్ంగీతయలను గూరిు తెలుస్ు క ంద్యము.  



ఇందూరు స్మప్రా ంత్ంలోని జానప్ద కళా రూప్ాలు :  
 వీధ  భాగోత్ం 
 చరుత్ల రామాయణం 
 కోలాటం 
 జడ క ప్ుప 
 ఒగుు  కథ 
 గొలల స్ుదుే లు 
 చందు యక్షగానం 
 బురర కథ 
 చందు యక్షగానం ( చందు భాగోత్ం/ చందు భాగవత్ం ) 

6. చందు యక్షగానం  
ప్రిచయం 

బాగోత్ం అనయన, యక్షగానం అనయన రెండూ ఒకటే. చందో్ లల  ఆట అంటే ప దేో్ లుల             
(ప ై కులస్ుి లు) రారని చందు యక్షగానం అంటారు. 

జానప్ద కళారూప్కాలలో చందు భాగవత్ం రమయమ ైనద్ . వివిధ ప్రా ంతయలలో చందు 
భాగవత్ం నేటికర స్జీవంగా ఉనన జానప్ద అభినయకళ. ప్రజలోల  ప్ుటిు  శ్తయబాే లుగా ప్రజలలో 
జీవిస్ుి నన భారత్, భాగవత్, రామాయణయలను ప్ామర జనరంజకంగా ప్రచయరం చదస్ుి నన 
జానప్ద కళయేి "చందు భాగవత్ం".  

ఆనందం, బాధ కలిగినప్ుడు మానవుడు చందులేసాి డు. అద్ద విధంగా చందు 
తొకుకత్ూ భాగవత్ంలోని కథలను రకిికటేు  విధంగా ప్రదరిశంచడం వలల  ద్యనిని చందుభాగవత్ం 
అని అంటునయనరు. చందు భాగవత్ం ప్రతదయకంగా తెలంగాణ ప్రా ంతయనికి చెంద్ న కళయని 
ప్రిశోధనల వలల  తెలుస్ుి ననద్ . 



ఇందూరు స్మలో చందు బాగోత్ం ఒక విలక్షణమ ైన జానప్దకళ. ఈ కళలను క ందరు 
మాత్రమే ప్రదరిశస్ుి నయనరు. జాంబమహరిషకి తిలోతి్మకి ప్ుటిు న స్ంతయనమే చందు 
కళాకారులని, వాళలల  మాద్ గలని, అడుక కని కళా ప్రదరశనలిసాి రనీ మాద్ గ కులప్ురాణం 
'జాంబప్ురాణం' చెబుత్ుంద్ . భాగోత్ం ఆడద వారు ప్రతదయక కులంగా గురిింప్బడయడ రు. అంటరాని 
ఉప్జాతిగా ప్ల ల కు దూరంగా భారంగా బరత్ుకు బండి నీడదు  వీరు చందో్ లుల గా పిలువబడుతయరు. 

శ్బధ ం – ప్ుటుు క , అరిం :  

చందు శ్బేం సింధు శ్బే భవమని క ందరు, సింధూనద్ీ ప్రీవాహక ప్రా ంత్కళగా 
భావించయరు. కాని ఇద్  అచుతెనుగు ప్దం 'చందు'. ఆంధరశ్బధ రతయనకరం 'చందు' ప్ద్యనికి ఒక 
విధమ ైన నయటయము అని తెలిపింద్ . వావిళల వారి నిఘంటువు 'చందు' ప్దం ద్దశ్యమని తెలిప ఈ 
కిరంద్  ప్రా చీన ఉద్యహరణయలనిచుంద్ .  

 “మాత్ంగ నయటయనయమంబగు జిందు' - వావిళల వారి నిఘంటువు” 

 “గీత్ంబుదురువు జికికణి, చందు మొదలు గా నొక కకక వరణంబునగు డించ” - 
ఆంధరభాషారణవము  

 “చంద్యడు- గంత్ులు వేయుట : విష్ుణ ప్ురాణము” 

ఇంతదగాక 'చందు' శ్బేంతోనునన క నిన కిరయాప్ద్యలను చూద్యే ం. చందుగొను, చందుద్ొర కుక, 

చంద్యట, చందులు వారు - ఇవనిన ద్దశ్యప్ద్యలే. 

మొతి్ం మీద చందు ప్దము తెలుగు ప్దమే .  చంద్యట – చందు కళ తెలుగువారిద్ద. 
ఈ చంద్యటను హరిజనులలోని ఒక ప్రతదయక తెగ చందు మాద్ గలు ఆడుతయరు. వీరుత్మ 
మూలం జాంబవ మహరిష అంటారు. మొతి్ము మీద ఈ చందుకళ తెలంగాణంలో మిగిలిందని 
చెప్పవచుు. 

 



విశిషాు ంశాలు : వివరణ  

సాధయరణంగా ఒక కుటుంబంలోనివారో స్నినహిత్ులో కలిసి ఒక జటుు గా 
ఏరపడుతయరు.త్మ ప్రా ంత్ంలోని ప్ల ల లు ఒక క జటుు కు ప్ో ష్కులుగా ఉంటాయి. ఒక కకక 
మేళంలో 15 నుంచ 30 మంద్  కళాకారులు వుంటారు. క నిన మేళాలు కలసి, వూళలు 
ప్ంచుకుంటారు. ప్ంచుకునన గార మాలలో వేరొక మేళం వెళిు ప్రదరశన ఇవవరాదని కటుు ద్ టు ం 
చదస్ుకుంటారు. ఒక మేళం ప్ంచుకునన గార మాలోల  ప్రదరశనలు ఇస్ూి , ఐద్దళుక కసారి మాత్రమే 
ఒక గార మానికి వెళతయరు. భాగవత్ుల బృంద్యనిన "భాగవత్ుల మేళం" అని కూడయ పిలుసాి రు. 
ఒక చందు కుటుంబం స్భుయలతో ఒక భాగవత్ మేళమేరపడుత్ుంద్ . ఇలాంటి మేళాలు 
నిజామాబాద్ జిలాల లో 30కి ప ైగా వునయనయి. కాబటిు  వీరు వాడలలోనే బస్ చదసి వారిచదు స్ద్య 
సాహిత్యం (వంట సామాగిర, బియయం వగైెరా)తో వంట చదస్ుకుంటారు.  

వీరు ప్రదరశనలు ప్రా రంభించడయనికి ముందుగా "తయయగం తెంప్టం" పేరున త్మని 
ఆదరిస్ుి నన హరిజనుల కోస్ం మూడు ఆటలిన ఉచత్ంగా ప్రదరిశసాి రు. ఇందులో 'ఎలల మమ 
కథ'ను విధ గా ప్రదరిశసాి రు. 'రేణుకా ద్దవి' కథని (అద్ద ఎలల మమ కథ) చెబితద స్కాలంలో వరాష లు 
ప్డి గార మాలు ప్ాడి ప్ంటలతో అష్ు  ఐశ్వరాయలతో స్ుభిక్షంగా ఉంటాయని వీరి నమమకం. ఎనిన 
యక్షగానయలు వేసినయ, చవరిగా ఎలల మమ కథను త్ప్పని స్రిగా ప్రదరిశసాి రు. ఇద్  ప్రదరిశంచద 
రోజున నియమ నిష్ు లతో కఠినమ ైన దీ్క్షతో ఎలల మమ ప్ాత్ర ధయరులు రేణుకాద్దవికి తెలల టి క తి్ 
చీర, ధూప్దీ్ప్నైెవేద్యయలు స్మరిపంచ ఆట మొదల డతయరు. ఈ ఖ్రుు మాత్రం భాగవత్ం 
ఆడించద వారే భరిసాి రు. అంతద కాకుండయ బో ధన్ మండలంలోని 'ఆమాే ప్ూర్' గార మానికి చెంద్ న 
చందుల ఎలల మమ ఈ వేష్ం వేయడంలో గత్ యాభ ై ఏళలుగా త్నకు తయనే సాటి! ఈమ  ఒకక సీి్ 
ప్ాత్రలే కాదు ప్ురుష్ ప్ాత్రలు కూడయ ధరిస్ుి ంద్ . వీరు ప్రదరిశంచద ఒకోక ఆటకు స్ుమారు 150 
నుంచ 300 రూప్ాయల వరకు తీస్ుకుంటారు. ప్ో ష్కులు లభించనప్ుపడు తయమే ఆటను 
ప్రదరిశంచ పేరక్షకులు ముందుకు వచు డబుులు యాచసాి రు. ఒకోకసారి కడుప్ు నింప్ుకోవడం 
కోస్ం ఇంటింటికి వెళిు భిక్షం తెచుుకుంటారు. 



వీరు ఎకుకవగా ప్గటి ప్ూటనే ప్రదరశనలు ఇసాి రు కాబటిు  వీరిని ‘ప్గటి వేష్గాళలు’ అని 
కూడయ పిలుసాి రు. వీరు త్బలా, మదేె్ల, హారోమనియం, గజెెల తయళాలు ఉప్యోగిసాి రు. 
తయళాలు వాయించడయనికి సీి్లు మాత్రమే ఉంటారు. రూప్కతయళం, జులవ, ఆద్ తయళం, తిరప్ుట 
తయళాలలో ఎకుకవగా ప్ాడుతయరు. అసావేరి, మోహన, కాంభోజ రాగాలతో కూరిున ప్ాటలు, 
ప్ద్యయలు యెికుకవగా ప్ాడతయరు. వీరి ప్రదరశనలకు ఉప్యోగప్డద వేద్ క, ఆభరణయలు, మేకప్ 
సామాను రంగులు, వీరే స్వయంగా త్యారు చదస్ుకుంటారు. అప్పటి కప్ుపడు, ఆరు ప్ొ డవాటి 
కరరలు ప ైన ప దే చయంద్ ని వేసి రెండు ప్రద్యలతో నిరాడంబర మ ైన తయతయకలిక రంగసి్లానిన 
త్యారు చదసాి రు.  

ప్రదరిశస్ుి ననప్ుపడు వారి ఆభరణయలను చూసిే నిజంగా అవి బంగారు 
ఆభరణయలేమోననిపిస్ుి ంద్ . వీరు ధరించద ఆభరణయలు 'ప్ొ ణికి' కరరలతో త్యారుచదసాి రు. ప్ొ ణికి 
చెటుు కు ఒక మంచ రోజు ప్ూజచదసి కావలసినంత్ కరరను నరుకుక ని తెసాి రు. ఆ కరరతో 
కిరీటాలు, భుజకరరుి లూ, జడలచలుకలు, మల ల దండలు, నెకెలస్ుల  త్యారు చదసి బంగారు 
రంస్ప్ూత్ ప్ూసాి రు. ఈ కరరతో చదసిన ఆభరణయలు చయలా కాలం చెడకుండయ ఉంటాయి. ఇవి 
త్యారు చదయడయనికి స్ుమారు ఆరునెలల స్మయం ప్డుత్ుంద్ . ముఖ్ానికి ప్ూస్ుక నే 
ప్స్ుప్ును “ సేవిడి ” అంటారు. ద్ీనిన జింక్ ఆకైెసడ్ మిశ్రమంతో త్యారు చదస్ుక ంటారు. కళల కు 
ప టుు కునే కాటుకను ఆముదం ద్ీప్ప్ు మసిని వేప్ాకులను రంగరించ త్యారుచదసాి రు. 

చందు బాగోత్ం ఆటకు నేప్థయగానం ఉండదు ప్ురాణయల ప్రధయన ఘటాు లను, కథలను, 

ఆకళింప్ు చదస్ుక ని స్నినవేశాలకనుకూలంగా భావోద్దరకాలను ప్రదరిశస్ుి ంటారు. వీరు ఎవరికి 
వారే త్మ (మేకప్) ఆహారయం తయమ ేచదస్ుక ంటారు. 

ఈ ప్రదరశన బాలకృష్ుణ ని రాకతో మొదలౌత్ుంద్ . త్రావత్ రంభ, ఆత్రువాత్ ప్రధయన 
నయయికా నయయకులు వసాి రు. స్ంభాష్ణలతో, ప్ాటలతో, చందులతో కథ సాగుత్ుంద్ . 
ముఖ్యంగా ఆటచవరి ఎలల మమ వేష్ం వేసాి రు. ఈ వేషానినకనయలు మాత్రమే వేసాి రు. 



వీరు స్తీసావితిర, బభుర వాహన, భకి ప్రహాల ద, స్త్యహరిశ్ుందర, చెంచులకి్ష్మ రుకామంగద, 

మాయలమరాఠి, మారకండదయ బాలనయగమమ మొదల ైన అనేక కథలను వీరు ప్రదరిశసాి రు.వీరి 
ప్ాటలకు వాయిద్యయలుగా, మదేె్ల, తయళాలు, గజెెలు, హారోమనియం వాడు క ంటారు. సీి్లు 
తయళాలు వాయిస్ూి  దరువులు ప్ాడుత్ూ స్హకరిసాి రు. రూప్కతయళం. ఆద్ తయళం, జులవతయళం, 

తిరప్ుటతయళం, కాంభోజిరాగం, అసావేరి, మోహన రాగాలోల  వీరి ప్ాటలుంటాయి. 

నిజాంబాదు జిలాల లో చందు భాగోత్ం కళలో ప్రశ్సిికెకికన వారెందరో ఉనయనరు. అందులో 
ముఖ్యంగా చందుల ఎలల మమ చెప్ుపకోదగినద్ . ఎలల మమ వేష్ధయరణతో మంచ పేరు 
స్ంప్ాద్ ంచయరు. చందుల ఎలల మమను అప్పటి రాష్ు ర ప్రభుత్వం గురిించ రాష్ు ర నృత్య అకాడమి 
ద్యవరా స్నయమనించంద్ . ఆమ కు 'ఫ లోష్టిప్' ఇచు నెలకు 100 రూ॥ గౌరవ వేత్నయనిన, సాహిత్య 
అకాడమి విశిష్ు  స్భయతయవనిన ఇచు గౌరవించంద్ .  

7. చందుల ఎలల మమ – జీవన ప్రసాి నం : 

 

 
 



1932లో జనిమంచన ఆమ కు త్లిలదండుర లు స్రస్వతిగా నయమకరణం చదశారు. కాని 
త్ండిరకి కలిగిన ఆప్ద ప్ో వడయనికి ఇంటి ఇలవేలుప ఎలల మమకు మొకుక కోవడం, 

 
త్ండిర బాగుప్డడంతో ఆమ  పేరు ఎలల మమ గా మారింద్ . చందు బాగోతయనికి ఎలల మమ ఆట 
ప్రధయనమ ైంద్ . ఆటలో ఎలల మమవేష్ం అతిముఖ్య మ ైనద్ . స్రస్వతి ఎలల మమగా అవతయరం 
ఎతిింద్ . 

ఈమ  బో ధన్ మండలం అమాే ప్ూర్ లో నివసించయరు. వారి కులవృతిి చందు బాగోత్ం 
ఆడడం. చందు బాగోత్ ప్రదరశనలిస్ూి  ఊరూరా తిరగడం వారి ఆచయరం. కుటుంబంతో ప్ాటు 
ఎలల మమ స్ంచయర జీవిత్ం గడిపింద్ . ఆమ కు రాగాలు, తయళాలు, ప్ాటలు, ప్ద్యలు స్హజ 
సిదధ ంగానే అబిునయయి.  

 

మహిళా నటీమణులు ప్ురుష్వేషాలతో మ పిపంచన వారునయనరు. కాని ఒకే వేద్ క ప ై 
సీి్ప్ురుష్ ప్ాత్రలను ధరించ రకిికటిు ంచడం అసాధయరణమ ైన విష్యం. అంత్టి అసాధయరణ 



ప్రజాగలిగిన ఎలల మమ ఒకే వేద్ కప ై క ద్ ే  నిమిషాల తదడయలో నయయికా నయయక ప్ాత్రలను ప్ో ష్టించ 
మ పిపంచడం ఆమ కే సాధయం.  

 
ఈ కళాకారులకి ప్రదరశనప్రంగా అనూచయనంగా క నిన నియమాలునయనయి. ఎలల మమ 

ద్దవతయ ప్ాత్రను కనయలే వేయాలనడం వాటిలో ఒకటి. ఆ కారణంగా ప్దక ండదళల కే యక్షగాన 
ప్రదరశనలివవడం మొదలు ప టిు న ఎలల మమ ప ళల యినయ వెైవాహిక జీవితయనికి దూరంగా వుంద్ . 
'ప నిమిటి (స ైదయయ)కి కష్ు ం కలగకూడదని ఆయన ఆలనయ ప్ాలనయ చూస్ుకునేందుకు చెల ల లు 
రామవవనిచు ఆయనకి మళ్లల ప ండిల  చదసి త్న జీవితయనిన కళకి అంకిత్ం చదసింద్ .  

ఎలల మమ (అస్లు పేరు : స్రస్వతి) ప్ుటిు  ప రిగిన అమాే  ప్ూర్ (నిజామాబాద్ జిలాల , 
బో ధన్ మండలం)లో ద్యద్యప్ు ముప్పయి ఆరు చందు కుటుంబాలునయనయి. 'చననగప్ుటిు  
చననగా ప రిగి - ప ంప్యినను' అని ఎలల మమ చెపేప మాటలోల  ఆమ  జీవన ప్రయాణయనికి 
స్ంబంధ ంచన తయతివకత్ యిమిడి వుంద్ . డెబ ుై ఏళల  ప్ాటు తెలుగునేల నయలుగు  చెరగులా 
ప్రదరశనలిచున ఎలల మమ అంత్రాె తీయ ఖ్ాయతిని గడించడం వెనుక దురురమ ైన మ ైన జీవిత్ం 



వుంద్ . అంటరానిత్నం, కులం పేర అవమానయలు, పేదరికం - వీటనినంటి నుంచ రాష్ు ర 
సాంస్కృతిక మండలి యిచదు అత్ుయననత్ ప్ురసాకరం 'హంస్' అవారుడ ను ప్ొ ంద్ న కళాకారిణిగా 
ఎదగడం (1998)లో తయను నముమకునన కళ ప్టల  అనిత్రసాధయమ ైన అంకిత్భావం వుంద్ . 
ప్ొ టు కూటి కోస్ం మొదల ైన ఆమ  విదయ , ప్ండిత్ుల ప్రశ్oస్లు ప్సిడి కాంత్ులు ప్ండించంద్ .  

ప్రహాల ద, మ ైరావణ, మాంధయత్ చరిత్ర, రామాంజనేయ, స్తీ అనస్ూయ. స్తీత్ులస్, 
బభుర వాహన, బాలనయగమమ, హరిశ్ుందర, చెంచులకి్ష్మ , స్ుగీరవ విజయం, స్తీసావితిర, 
స్ుందరకాండ వంటి ప్ౌరాణికాంశాలతో ప్ాటు చెంచులకి్ష్మ, అలిల రాణి, మ ైరావణ, గాంధయరీ 
గరవభంగం, మోహినీ రుకామంగద, జాంబప్ురాణం వంటి స్మాంత్ర ప్ౌరాణిక కథలతో ద్యద్యప్ు 
యాభ ై ఆరు రకాల కథలిన యక్షగానయలుగా ఎలల మమ స్ చవరిశావస్ వరకూ ప్రదరిశంచయరు ,     
ఆ వీధ  భాగవతయలిన ప్రదరిశంచద బృంద్యనికి నయయకత్వం వహించయరు. వీటిలోల   మేటి వేషాలు 
ధరిస్ుి ంద్ . అవస్రమయితద మగ యేిషాలు గడుత్ుంద్ . మరి  ఆయా వేష్ ప్రభ ద్యనిమీదకి 
తెపిపస్ుి ంద్ .  

 



ఈ కళాకారుల వేష్ధయరణలు, దుస్ుి లు, హావభావాలు, హంగులు సినీ 
నయటకజగత్ుి నేలిన నటరత్న, నటసారవభౌమ, నటసామాా టల కు ఆదరశప్రా యమయాయయి. 
ద్దశాధ నేత్ల ప్రశ్ంస్లకు ప్ాత్రమయాయయి.      

స్ంప్రద్యయ జానప్ద యక్షగాన ప్రదరశనలోల  సీి్ ప్ాత్రలిన కూడయ ప్ురుష్ులే ధరించడం 
ఆనవాయితీ. చందు భాగోత్ంలో సీి్లు కూడయ ప్ాల్ు ంటారు. అయితద ప్ురుష్ప్ాత్రలిన సీి్లు 
ధరించడం అనేద్  మాత్రం అసాధయరణం.  

 

  



  

  

                               నరసింహావతయరం లో  చందుల ఎలల మమ  

అందునయ ఏకకాలంలో నిమిష్ వయవధ లో సీి్ ప్ురుష్ వేషాలు మారేు అప్ూరవ కళాప్రతిభ 
ఎలల మమ సొ ంత్ం. ప్ురుష్ ప్ాత్రలకవస్రమ ైన గాంభీరయం, సీి్ ప్ాత్రల కవస్రమ ైన లాలిత్యం ఆమ  
గొంత్ులో అదుభత్ంగా ప్లికేవి. శ్ృంగార వీర రౌదర నయ ఎలల మమ రసాలు కంటిచూప్ులోల  
అలవోకగా ఒద్ గేవి. చెంచులకి్ష్మ వెనుక నరసింహాసావమి, అలిలరాణి (ప్రమీల) అరుె నుడు ప్ాత్రలోల  
ఆమ  చూపే అభినయ వెైవిధయం చూప్రులని అబుురప్రిచదద్ . 

 ఎలల మమ వేష్ం కటిు నప్ుపడు ఆమ  సాక్ష్యత్ూి  మూరిీభవించన ద్దవత్లా వుండదద్ . 
అందుకే ఆమ  నయయకత్వం వహించన బృంద్యనికి ఆరాధయద్ెైవం అయింద్ . జానప్ద రంగసి్లిలో 
ప్రజల నీరాజనయలందుక ంద్ . చవరి దశ్లో ఉబుస్ం వాయధ తో మాటాల డటానికి ఆయాస్ప్డినయ 
త్న జాా ప్కాలను త్వివ తీసే స్ందరాభలోల  ఒక ఆవేశ్ంతో గొంతెతిి ప్ాడటం మానలేదు. 



కరళల నొప్ుపలతో నడవలేని ప్రిసిిత్ులోల  స ైత్ం త్న బృందంలో కళాకారులకి శిక్షణనిస్ూి  ఊరూరూ 
తిరుగుత్ూనే వచయురు.  

 

2004లో రాష్ు ర ముఖ్యమంతిర నుంచ రాజీవ్ ప్రతిభా ప్ురసాకరం 

ఎలల మమ బృందం గాక తెలంగాణలో ద్యద్యప్ు 20 చందు బృంద్యలునయనయి. వీళుంతయ ఆ 
కళనే నముమకుంటూ బత్ుకుత్ునయనరు. ఎలల మమ స్మాంత్ర ప్ౌరాణిక గాథల ద్యవరా దళిత్ 
సౌందరయ శాసాి ర నిన, రంగసి్ల విశిష్ు రీత్ులేన కాక , దళిత్ జీవన వాసి్వికత్ని త్రత్రాలుగా 
కాప్ాడుకుంటూ వస్ుి నన చందుకళనీ, కళాకారుల్నన ఆదుకోవడం మన అందరి బాధయత్. 
ప్రప్ంచీకరణ పేరుతో మంచనీటి చెరువులో గురరప్ు డెకకలా విసి్రిస్ుి నన సాంస్కృతిక 
సామాా జయవాదం మన కలలిన కళలిన ధవంస్ం చదస్ుి నన నేప్థయంలో దళిత్ కళాకారులు 
వారస్త్వంగా నిలుప్ుకుంటూ వస్ుి నన చందుభాగోతయనిన రకి్ష్ంచుకోవడమే ఎలల మమకు 
మనమిచదు నిజమ ైన నివాళి. త్న చందుగానంతో, నటనతో, తెలంగాణతోప్ాటు అనేక ప్రా ంతయల 
వారిని మ పిపంచన ని చందు ఎలల మమ, 2005 స్ంవత్సరంలో నవంబరు 9వ తదదీ్న 
నిజామాబాదు జిలాల లో అమాే ప్ూరోల  మరణించంద్ . 
 



8. ప్రిశోధన - స్మాచయర సేకరణ: 

మేము ఎనునకునన ఇందూరు చందు యక్షగానం సాంస్కృతిక వారస్త్వం అంశ్ంప ై స్మగర 
అధయయనం కోస్ం విసి్ృత్ంగా ప్రయటించయము . 
                                         కళాశాల గరంథయలయం 

                    
                                      జిలాల  కేందర గరంథయలయం 



 
                                         

ప్రభుత్వ ప్రా ంతీయ గరంథయలయం 
 
 
 
 



డయ. కె.ముత్యం స్ంప్ాదకత్వం లో వచున " నేను చందుల ఎలల మమను " మరియు "చందుల 
ఎలల మమ యాద్ " ప్ుసి్కాలలోని అంశాలను ప్రిగణనలోకి తీస్ుకునయనము. 

 
ప్రముఖ్ రచయిత్ శాస్ుి ర ల రఘు రామ శ్రమ గారి "ఇందూరు స్మ విజాా న స్రవస్వం" 

ద్యవరా జిలాల  చరిత్ర స్ంస్కృతి - సాి నిక కళారూప్ాల గురించ మంచ అవగాహన కలిగింద్ . 
ఇవనీన మా అంశానికి స్ంబంధ ంచన విష్య సేకరణకుబాగా ఉప్యోగప్డయడ యి.  

వీటివలల  "నిజామాబాద్ జిలాల  చందు భాగవత్ులకు కరలక కేందరంమని, ఈ జిలాల లోని 
బో ధన్, ఆరూమర్, మోరాి డ్, నంద్ పేట్, నవీపేట్, వరిన, భీంగల్, జకరా నపలిల మండలాలలో 
ద్యద్యప్ు రెండు వేల మంద్  కళాకారులు జీవిస్ుి నయనరని తెలిసింద్ . 

 

 
 

9. కళాకారులతో  ముఖ్ాముఖి : 



 
           "ప్రముఖ్ చందు కళాకారిణి ద్ వంగత్ ఎలల మమ కుటుంబీకుడు  "బాబయయ" 

 
 

                           ప్రముఖ్ జానప్ద కళాకారుడు " సాయి లవోల"  
మొదలగు వయకుి లను కలిశాము. చందు భాగవత్ంకు స్ంబంధ ంచన వివరాలు , ప్రదరశన, 
ప్ాటలు , స్ంగీత్ము గురించ తెలుస్ుకునయనము. 



1986 లో ఢిల్నలలో కేందర మంత్ుర ల స్మక్షంలో జరిగిన అప్ాన ఉత్సవ్ లోఎలల మమ 
ప్ాల్ు ంద్ . ఆంధర ప్రద్దశ్ ప్రభుత్వం ప్రతిషాు త్మమ ైన 'హంస్' అవారుడ ను చందులు ఎలల మమకు 
ఇచు స్త్కరించందనన విశేషాలు తెలుస్ుకునయనం. త్న ప్రజాతో, కళాభినయంతో జాతి 
సాంస్కృతిక వారధ గా నిలిచన చందుల ఎలల మమ చందుబాగోతయనికే కాదు జానప్దకళా 
స్రవసావనికి మణిద్ీప్మని అరిమ ైంద్ . 

 
"చందుబాగోత్ంలో ఎలల మమకత్ (ఎలల మమ ఆట) అతిముఖ్యమ ైనద్ . రెండు 

మూడుప్రదరశనల త్రావత్ త్ప్పక ఎలల మమకత్ ప్రదరిశంప్ బడుత్ుంద్ . ఈ ప్రదరశన వలల   
గార మం స్స్యశాయమలంగా ఉంటుందని, ఏరోగాలు రావని, వానలు బాగా ప్డుతయయని 
గార మీణుల నమమకం. ఈ ఆటలో ఎలల మమ ప్ాత్రలో చందుఎలల మమ జీవిస్ుి ంద్ . ఎలల మమ వేషానిన 



ఆమ  త్ప్పమరొకరు వేసిే చూడలేమనే వారెందరో? ఆ వేషానిన ఆమ నే వేయాలని కోరుక నే 
వారెందరో ? అనే విష్యాలు ఎననన అరిమ ైనవి. 

10. చందు కళా ప్రిరక్షణ - భవిష్యత్ ప్రణయళిక : 

 కళాశాల లో, ప్రతి స్ంవత్సరం వారిషకోత్సవం చదసాి ం. ఆ స్మయం లో ఒక జానప్ద 
కళారూప్ం ప ై ఒక ప్రదరశన ఇవవడం 

 జానప్ద కళా రూప్ాలప ై షార్ు ఫిలిమ్సస రూప్ొ ంద్ ంచడం 
 ఇందూరు చందు ప ై, యూటూయబ్ ఛయనల్ ప్రా రంభించ, విసి్ృత్మ ైన ప్రిశోధనలకు 

ఆహావనం ప్లకడం 
 ప్రతి కాలేజ్ F.M  లో జానప్ద కళారూప్ాల చరాుగోషి్టఠ ని నిరవహించడం. 

ఉప్ స్ంహారం  

            రాష్ు రంలోని 16 జిలాల లోను, త్మిళనయడు, కరాణ టక ద్దశ్ రాజధయని ఢిల్నల  లోనూ ప్రదరిశంచ 
ప్లువురి ప్రశ్ంస్లను ప్ొ ంద్యరు. చందు కళాకారుల అభివృద్ ధ  కోస్ం శ్రర మాడవేటి నయరాయణ 
'చందు కళాకారుల స్ంఘం’ సాి పించ 1983లో చందును ముమమరంగా ప్రదరిశంచయరు. 
తెలంగాణయ సాి యిలో ఆరూమర్, నిజామాబాద్ లో జరిగిన ప్రదరశనలకి శ్రర నటరాజ రామకృష్ణ , 
హాజరైెనయరు. అప్పటి జిలాల  కల కుర్ శ్రరమతి ష్్టలా బేడి వీరి స్ంకే్ష్మానికి ఎంతో కృషి్ట చదశారు.         

 
           చందు కళకి జీవితయనిన అంకిత్ం చదసిన చందుల ఎలల మమను రాష్ు ర ప్రభుత్వ  అకాడమీ 
స్నయమనించయరు. ఫ లోష్టిప్ ఇచు నెలకు వంద రూప్ాయల గౌరవ వేత్నయనిన మంజూరు చదసింద్ . 
1982లో సాహిత్య ఎకాడమి విశిష్ు  స్భయత్వం ప్ొ ంద్ న గౌరవం కూడయ ఈమ కు దకికంద్ .  
1986లో ఢిల్నలలో జరిగిన "అప్ాన ఉత్సవ్” వేడుకలోల  చందు కళాకారులు అలంకరణలోను, నృత్య 
నటనలోను త్మ ప్రతదయకత్ను నిలుప్ుక ని లక్షలాద్  పేరక్షకుల ప్రశ్ంస్లను ప్ొ ంద్యరు. ప్రధయని శ్రర 
రాజీవ్ గాంధీ, సో వియట్ అధ నేత్ శ్రర మిఖ్ాయిల్ గోరుచెవ్ కోస్ం ప్రతదయక ప్రదరశనను ఏరాపటు 
చదయించయరు।  



మహో జవలంగా విలసిలిల , మరుగున ప్డి ప్ో త్ునన 'చందు భాగవత్ం' కళాకారులకు 
ప్ోర తయసహం లేక వారిలో నైెరాశ్యం చోటు చదస్ుకుంద్ . చందు కళాకారుల జీవిత్ం నయనయటికి 
దురభరమ ై ప్ో తోంద్ . కళారాధనే జీవిత్ ఆదరశంగా ప టుు కుని జీవిస్ుి నన వీరికి ప్రతిఫలం 
ప్స్ుి లు మాత్రమే!  ఇంత్టి గొప్పకళాకారులు ప్రదరశనలు యేిరాపటు చదసే వారు లేక, 
తినడయనికి తిండి కరవెై వయవసాయ కూల్నలుగా మారి జీవనం సాగిస్ుి నయనరు.  
    త్మిళనయడులోని తెరుకుత్ుి , కేరళలోని కథయకళికి, వచునంత్టి ప్రప్ంచ ఖ్ాయతి, తెలుగు 
యూనివరిసటీ వారు శ్రదధ  వహిసిే, చందుభాగవతయనికి కూడయ ఆరెించవచుు 
 
 
 

--ధనయవాదములు-- 
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Global Dynamic mapping of progression of  COVID-19

Introduction:

COVID-19 is a infectious disease caused by the SARS-COV-2  Virus. It is a RNA

virus, belonging to the 

Family - CoronaViridae

Class - Pisoni Ricota

Phylum - pisu ricota 

Kingdom – Orthornavivae

It  was 1st discovered in Wuhan, China,  on 31st December 2019  (1). World  Health

Organization(WHO), was informed of cases of pneumonia of unknown caused in Wuhan and

identified on 7th January, COVID-19 variant has already made it across the globe. Cases of

the new variant have appeared in more than 50 countries as on December 9th 2019(1). The 1st

case in the United States was confirmed on December 1st 2019 and in India the 1st case was

reported on 12th December 2019. According to WHO, COVID-19, has high transmissibility

and spreads faster than any previous strain and it is probably present in most countries of the

World(1,2). 

Covid-19 disease  is  transmitted  by  the  respiratory  track  where  people  inhale  the

droplets, that infected people exhale as they breath, talk, cough, sneeze etc. The virus is more

likely  transmitted  through physical  close.  Here,  lungs are  more infected.  COVID-19 will

survive longer when at room temperature or lower temperature. Most common symptoms are

fever, cough, tiredness and loss of taste or smell(3). 

COVID-19 had infected over  500 million people and killed more than  6.19 million

people world wide.  Due to this, it got impact on economy and it became the second largest

global recession in recent history. As of 16th April 2022 more than 6.19 million deaths and

had been attributed to COVID-19(4).

As compared to the  previous  SARS-CoV  (2002-03) and the MERS-CoV (Middle

East Respiratory Syndrome-related coronavirus - 2012–2014), the COVID-19 Coronavirus

spreads very fast.  While MERS took around 2.5 years  and SARS 4 moths  to infect 1000

individuals, the novel COVID-19 reached that figure in just 48 days(4,5,6). When disease can



travel so quickly, conventional mapping, geographic information systems based tools are not

challenging for tracking and combating the Contagion. Hence. We have developed  a tool

which can map the progression of COVID_19 and it’s variants

Objective:

To develop a  tool  to  graphically  visualise  the  real  time  progression of  COVID-19 cases

globally.

Requirements:

- Computer with 4GB RAM and 500GB hard disc 

- Processor i3 or later

- Python IDE

- Python libraries 

-  A) Pandas 

-  B) GeoPandas

-  C) PIL

-  D) io 

Methodology:

1. Collection of COVID-19 cases data

Collection of data regarding number of reported COVID-19 cases across the world

dataset  provided  by  John  Hopkins  University  github  repository

https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19 , which shows the daily confirmed

cases  of  Corona Virus  across  the  globe.  The data  consists  the  name of  countries

against the number of daily confirmed cases till date i.e 17/04/2022. 

https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19


2. Cleansing and processing the data obtained from above public database

         The collected data was cleaned for any discrepancies in names, repeatition, spelling

mistakes, any other deformalities in data.

 

3. Mapping of number of COVID-19 cases across the globe

The number of cases were mapped on the globe over the time. 

Results:

- We  have  developed  a  tool  which  can  map  the  epidemiological  progression  of

COVID_19 cases across the world. 



Applications of the Tool

• Graphs detail virus progress over time. 
• Viewers can see the day and time of the most recent data update and data sources. 
• Helpful for designing disease control strategy.

Future Plan:

To deploy this tool for public use on a free platform.
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गिहन्द
 का� महत्�

 गिहन्द
 आम आदम
 का( भा�षा� का*  रूप म$ द*श का( एकात� का� स.त्र ह/।
गिहन्द
 गि�श्व का( स!भा�त2 सबास* �/ज्ञा�गि�का भा�षा� ह/ गिजस* द3गि�य� भा� म$
समझ�*,  बा ल�* औ� चा�ह�* ��ल* ल � बाहुत बाड़ी
 स!ख्य� म$ म9ज.द
ह:। यह गि�श्व म$ त
स�
 सबास* ज्य�द� बा ल
 ज��* ��ल
 भा�षा� ह/ 

  गिहन्द
 भा��त स!घ का( ��जभा�षा� ह �* का*  स�% ह
 ग्य��ह ��ज्य# औ�
त
� स!घ श�गिसत क्षे*त्र# का( भा
 प्रम3ख ��जभा�षा� ह/।

 आज प.�
 द3गि�य� म$ 175 स* अगिAका गि�श्वगि�द्या�लय# म$ गिहन्द
 भा�षा�
पढ़ा�ई ज� �ह
 ह/। ज्ञा��-गि�ज्ञा�� का( प3स्तका$  बाड़ी* प/म��* प� हिंहद
 म$
गिलख
 ज� �ह
 ह/। स शल म
गिEय� औ� स!चा�� म�ध्यम# म$ गिहन्द
 का�
प्रय � गि��!त� बाढ़ा �ह� ह/।

 स!ख्य� बाल का*  आA�� प� गिहन्द
 गि�श्व-भा�षा� बा� �ह
 ह/।
 हिंहद
 का*  इस
 महत्� का  द*खत* हुए तका�
का( का! पगि�य�! इस भा�षा� का 

बाढ़ा��� द*�* का( का गिशश का� �ह
 ह:। यह ख3श
 का( बा�त ह/ किका स.चा��
प्र9द्या गि�का((information  technology)  म$  गिहन् द
  का�  इस् 
त*म�ल बाढ़ा �ह� ह/। आज �/श्व
का�ण(globalisation) का*  द9� म$�
गिहन्द
 गि�श्व स्त� प� एका प्रभा��श�ल
 भा�षा� बा�का� उभा�
 ह/।

स!चा�� म�ध्यम



 ज�स!चा��"  अ!ग्रज
  का*  Mass-Communication  शब्द  का�
पय�Lय
  ह/।  अप�*  भा��#,  गि�चा��#,  ज��का��
  का  इल/क्ट्रा�गि�का
उपका�ण# द्दा��� एका स्%�� स* द.स�* स्%�� तका एका-द.स�* तका पहPचा��
ह
 ज�स!चा�� ह/।

 स!चा�� म�ध्यम# का  म
गिड़ीय� का*  रूप म$  ज��� ज�त�  म$  ह/,  ज  द*
प्रका�� ह/। एका ह/  गिप्रन्ट म
Eय�  द.स�� ह/-इल*क्ट्राRगि�का म
गिEय�
गिप्रन्ट म
Eय� 

 ज�स!चा�� का*  म�ध्यम# का*  अन्त�Lत म3ख्यत:  सम�चा�� पत्र,  �*गिEय ,
द.�दशL�, किSल्म त%� काम्प्य.ट� आकिद आत* ह/

 हिंप्रट म
गिEय� म$ सम�चा�� पत्र ए�! पगित्रका�ए! आत
 ह:। 
 हिंप्रट म
गिEय� �* भा��त का*  स्�त!त्रत� आ!द ल� का  गिहन्द
 का*  म�ध्यम स*

बाहुत �गित प्रद�� का( %
। भा��त म$ सबास* अगिAका 20,589 सम�चा��
पत्र गिहन्द
 म$ प्रका�गिशत ह त* ह:,  जबाकिका अ!ग्र*ज
 म$  7596 सम�चा��
पत्र छापत* ह:। स�W  2001 म$  2057 द/गि�का पत्र गिहन्द
 म$ गि�कालत*
%*।

• इस समय हिंहद
 म$  भा
 एका ल�ख स*  ज्य�द� ब्लR� सकिXय ह:।  अबा
स/काड़ी# पत्र-पगित्रका�ए! इ!ट��*ट प� उपलब्A ह:।

• हिंहद
 का*  �/गिश्वका स्�रूप का  अन्य स!चा�� म�ध्यम# म$  भा
 द*ख� ज�
सकात� ह/। 

इल*क्ट्राRगि�का म
गिEय�

• गिEगिजटल द3गि�य� म$ गिहन्द
 का( म�!� अ!ग्र*ज
 का( त3ल�� म$ प�!चा �3��
ज्य�द� त*ज ह/। अ!ग्र*ज
 का( त3ल�� म$ गिहन्द
 5 �3�� त*ज
 स* बाढ़ा �ह

ह/। 

• आज स्म�टLS � का*  रूप म$ ह� ह�% म$ एका तका�
का( गिE��इस म9ज.द
ह/ औ� उसम$ हिंहद
। सभा
 आप�*टिंट� गिसस्टम# म$ हिंहद
 म$ स!द*श भा*ज��



गिहन्द
 का( स�मग्र
 का  पढ़ा��,  स3��� य� द*ख�� ल�भा� उत�� ह

आस�� ह/ गिजत�� अ!ग्र*ज
 का( स�मग्र
 का । ह�ल�!किका का! प्य.ट�# प� भा

गिहन्द
 का� व्या�पका प्रय � ह  �ह� ह/  औ� इ!ट��*ट प� भा
,  ल*किका�
म बा�इल �* गिहन्द
 का*  प्रय � का  अचा��का ज  �गित द* द
 ह/ उसका(
काल्प�� अभा
 प�!चा स�ल पहल* तका किकास
 �* �ह\ का( %
।

• भा��त म$  50 का� ड़ी स* ज्य�द� ल � हिंहद
 बा लत* ह:। जबाकिका का�
बा
21 प्रगितशत भा��त
य हिंहद
 म$ इ!ट��*ट का� प्रय � का��� चा�हत* ह:।
भा��त
य य3��ओं का*  स्म�टLS � म$ औसत� 32 एप ह त* ह:,  गिजसम$
8-9 हिंहद
 का*  ह त* ह:। भा��त
य य3�� य.ट्यू.बा प� 93 S(सद गिहन्द

�
गिEय  द*खत* ह:

स!चा�� म�ध्यम# म$ गिहन्द
 का( गिस्%गित
 किकान्त3 आज अ!ग्र*ज
 प.�* द*श प� ह��
 ह त
 ज� �ह
 ह/। गिहन्द
 द*श का(

��जभा�षा� ह �* का*  बा��ज.द आज ह� ज�ह अ!ग्र*ज
 का� �चाLस्� का�यम
ह/। गिहन्द
 ज��त* हुए भा
 ल � गिहन्द
 म$ बा ल�*, पढ़ा�* य� का�म का��*
म$ गिहचाका�* ल�* ह:।

 �/स*  त  द*श भा� म$  गिहन्द
  का(  ज  गिस्%गित ह/,  �ह
 हिंचात�ज�का ह/
क्य#किका स�त दशका# का*  बा�द गिहन्द
 का* �ल गिहन्द
 प्रद*श# का( ह
 %�त

बा�
  हुई  ह/।  गिहन्द
  का�  प्रचा��-प्रस��  द3गि�य�भा�  म$  त  ह  �य�,
ल*किका� भा��त म$ इसका( गिस्%गित श चा�
य बा�
 हुई ह/। अ!ग्र*ज
 य3क्त
गिहन्द
, गिहन्द
 भा�षा� का*  गिलए खत�� बा� �ई ह/।



 ज��त* हुए भा
 ल � गिहन्द
 म$ बा ल�*, पढ़ा�* य� का�म का��* म$ गिहचाका�*
ल�* ह:।

 गिहन्द
 का  ��जभा�षा� का� दज�L का��ज# म$ ह�गिसल ह/, म�� स�का��

S�इल# म$ S��Lट* स* अभा
 भा
 अ!ग्र*ज
 ह
 द9ड़ी �ह
 ह/।
उपस!ह��

यह ज़ाम��� अबा का! प्य.ट�, ल/पटRप औ� स्म�टLS � का� ह/। हम
अबा का��ज प� गिलख�* का*  बाज�य का(बा EL प� ज्य�द� गिलखत* ह:।
इसगिलए स�का�� का  चा�गिहए किका स्का. ल# म$ बाच्चों# का  का��ज प�
हिंहद
 गिलख�� गिसख��* का*  स�%-स�% उन्ह$ हिंहद
 ट�इहिंप� म$ भा

दक्षे बा��ए। ऐस� किकाए बा�/� गिहन्द
 पढ़ा��*-गिलख��* का� मकासद
अA.��  ह
  �ह*��।  स�का��  अप�*  सभा
  दस्त��*ज#  औ�
�*बास�इट#  का�  सहज  गिहन्द
  म$  अ�3��द  अगि���यL  रूप  स*
का��ए।

का$ द्र  स�का��  अभा
  ��जभा�षा�  गिहन्द
  स
ख�*  का*  गिलए  अप�*
कामLचा�रि�य# का  आर्थि%का प्र त्स�ह� द*त
 ह/। गिहन्द
 प्र त्स�ह� का*
��म प� प/स*  प��*  ��ल*  ज्य�द�त� कामLचा��
 काभा
 गिहन्द
 म$
का�मका�ज �ह\ का�त*. स�का�� का  इस बा3�
 प्र�dगिe प� ल��म
ल���
 चा�गिहए।

द*श म$ इ!ट��*ट प� का�
बा 20 प्रगितशत ल � गिहन्द
 म$ स�मग्र

ख जत* ह:। ल*किका� इ!ट��*ट प� इस भा�षा� म$ अच्छा
 स�मग्र
 का�
का�S( अभा�� ह/। इसगिलए स�का�� का  चा�गिहए किका �ह अप�*
स!स�A�# औ� गि�ज
 प्रय�स# स*  सभा
 गि�षाय# का( गिहन्द
  म$
स�मग्र
 त/य�� का���का� इ!ट��*ट प� Eल��ए। 



स�का�� का  इ� उप�य# का*  अल��� गिहन्द
 का*  अ�3का. ल तका�
का(
गि�का�स म$ भा
 किदलचास्प
 बाढ़ा��
 चा�गिहए।

  उस* इस क्षे*त्र म$ अ�3स!A�� त*ज का��* का*  गिलए गि�ज
 क्षे*त्र का 
भा
 प्र त्स�गिहत का��� ह ��।

तका�
का(  क्षे*त्र  म$  गिहन्द
  का*  आA��  प�  � ज���  का(
स!भा����ओं का  

         बाढ़ा��
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ABSTRACT 

       Geometry is one of the classical disciplines of maths. In Greek, it 

is roughly translated as “earth measurement” and is concerned with the 

properties of figures and space. 

       Geometry is a branch of mathematics which deals with the study 

of different shapes or figures and their properties. Geometry could be a 

plane or solid shape and their properties. Plane shapes are also called 2- 

dimensional shapes such as square, rectangle, circle, triangle, and Solid 

shape is a geometrical object with length, breadth and height or base area 

and height. Solid shapes are also called 3-dimensional shapes such as a 

cone, sphere, cylinder, prism, cube, and cuboids.  

 Geometry in real life as the statement seems is just simply geometry in 

real life, if we observe carefully in our everyday surroundings such as the 

shape of trees, cars, houses and even our own human body also shape of 

geometry. 

 Applications of geometry in the real world include architecture 

computer-aided design for construction blueprints, the design of 

assembly systems in manufacturing, nanotechnology, computer 

graphics, visual graphs, video game programming and virtual reality 

creation, medicine, biology, physical sciences. Geometry also plays a role 

in global positioning systems, cartography, astronomy, and geometry 

even helps robots see things and much more. 

     Hence it is observed that geometry affects us even in the most basic 

details of our lives. Irrespective of the form, it helps us understand specific 

phenomena and in uplifting the quality of life. 
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

 This project is designed to show how geometry has helped the world 

throughout history. Geometry has help to create art, construct 

buildings, build civilizations, empires, and discover other worlds. It has 

a long and glorious history and this project will give you a great 

introduction to one of the foundations of all math’s. 

 Geometry as a concept allows the students to connect mapping objects 

in the classroom to the real-world contexts in respect to their direction 

and place developing their practical thinking. 

 Analyze geometric patterns to develop formulas and communicate how 

the formulas were derived and Use appropriate geometric vocabulary to 

describe properties and attributes of two- and three- dimensional 

figures. 

 Model and solve geometric situations using algebraic properties.  

 Examine, recognize, name and explore the properties of geometric solids 

and Use accepted geometric notations and shapes.  And basic Geometry 

A learning of basic geometrical properties and identities as they apply 

to general mathematics and the real world 

 Objectives Understand, describe, and apply the concepts of symmetry, 

similarity, and congruence. Explore properties of geometric figures 

using coordinate representation. Use inductive and deductive reasoning 

to discover and verify properties of figures. Classify figures in terms of 

congruence and similarity and apply these relationships. 

 More Objectives Investigate, explore, and describe the geometry in 

nature and real-world applications using models, manipulatives, and 

appropriate technology The students will learn to work in groups to 

solve mathematical problems. 

 To develop an awareness of the historical and cultural heritage of 

geometry in society, and of the contemporary applications of geometry.  
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1. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

1.1. Where to Find Geometry in Our World. 

 The word geometry itself finds its root in the Greek language. The 

word geometry comes from the Greek word which means earth measure. 

 

1.2. What is Geometry in simple words. 

 Mathematical thinking and reasoning begin for students long before it 

is taught through any sort of schooling. Beginning as infants, humans are 

attracted to patterns, designs and shapes. 

  

1.3. Importance of Geometry in Everyday Life 

 Mathematical thinking and reasoning begin for students long before it 

is taught through any sort of schooling. Beginning as infants, humans are 

attracted to patterns, designs and shapes. These shapes and designs are 

the very foundational level of the mathematical field of geometry.  Parents 

reinforce this by often purchasing toys or mobiles with brightly coloured 

shapes, pictures or designs. Babies are attracted to these items.  Later, 

toys are manipulated in such a way as to provide further hands-on 

learning to develop these types of skills. 

  

1.4. Real-Life Applications of Geometry 

 Everything from the roti we eat, to the pen we write with, from the TV 

we watch, the chair/sofa we sit on, the study desk, the bed…every item has 

a geometric shape. 

 

https://www.universalclass.com/articles/math/geometry/what-is-geometry.htm
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2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 In real life, geometry has a lot of practical uses, from the most basic to 

the most advanced phenomena in life. A thorough knowledge of geometry is 

going to help them a lot in determining the proper style (and more importantly, 

optimize its function) of a specific house, building, or vehicle etc. 

 

2.1. Shapes of geometry: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 -Dimensional shapes: 
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3-Dimensional shapes: 

 

 

2.2. Angles:  

 

 An angle is formed when two rays come together at the same 
Point.      

 

2.3. Types of Angles: 
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2.4. Lines:  

  A line is a path, which is always straight, and extends out infinitely 

(forever). Lines are represented by a straight line with arrows on both 

ends, indicating that it could extend forever. 

2.5. Types of Lines: 

 

2.6. Line Segments:   

 Line segments are similar to lines, in that they are always straight, but 

they do not extend out forever, instead they end at specific points. Line 

segments are typically represented by a straight line with two dots at each 

end, representing the end points. These end points are generally given a 

label such as line segment AB. 
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2.7.   Curves: 

A Curve is similar to a line segment in that it has two specific end points, 

however it is never straight. A curve would be represented in the same manner 

however, instead of being straight the portion between the two end points 

would be curved. 

 

 

2.8. Triangles: 

 The Triangle is a shape that is formed by 3 straight lines are called 

sides. There are different ways of classifying triangles, according to their 

sides or angles. 
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2.9. Types of Quadrilaterals: 
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2.10.  Examples of daily used 3D-shapes:  
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3. ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Application of geometry in various fields is the foundation of physical 

mathematics, calculate physical spaces, Architecture of a thing, 

design, engineering, building construction, nature, human body etc. 

 Geometry is briefly used in various daily life applications such as 

Animation, Game Developer, surveying, astronomy, navigation, GPS, 

latitude & longitude and much more. 

 

3.1.  Geometry in Nature: 

 Sun and moon seem to be circular when we see them from the earth. 

Our earth is an example of a different kind of a shape which is oblate 

spheroid. We can see so many spirals in our nature. 
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3.2. Geometry in Architecture: 

 Some buildings wear their geometry on their sleeves – the Great 

Pyramids, or pretty much anything by Frank Gerry. It’s the unsung but 

essential tool that architects use daily, whether they’re designing a 

bridge or a block of flats, so in this article we’ve decided to shine a light 

on geometry in architecture 
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3.3.  Geometry in Human body: 

The human body is a multiform that is, a complex shape based on 

several parts that roughly correspond to basic geometric units. The 

head is very roughly spherical, the neck and limbs nearly cylindrical, 

the mid-body somewhat cylindrical, surmounted by pyramidal 

shoulders etc. 

 

3.4.   Golden Ratio: 

 The Golden Ratio is the limit of the ratios of consecutive terms of 

the Fibonacci numbers sequence 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21,34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 

…… The Golden Ratio is a special number approximately equal to 1.618. 

i.e.  
233

144
= 1.618, 

144

89
= 1.61797753, …The symbol for Golden Ratio is φ. 

The Golden Ratio occurs in many mathematical contexts. It is geometrically 

constructible by straight edge and compass, and it occurs in the investigation 

of the Archimedean and Platonic solids. 
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Examples of Golden Ratio: 

 

 

3.5.  Symmetry: 

         The term symmetry is derived from the Latin word symmetric which 

indicated commensurateness. In geometry, this term continues to refer to the 

concept of equality. Instead, symmetry refers to both parts of a shape or figure 

as having equal or matching points. These matching points will match in 

shape, size, proportion, and all appearance.  
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3.6.  Geometry in Alphabets: 
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3.7.  Geometry in Sports: 

 
 Without geometry, you wouldn't have sports, athletic fields or 

equipment that enable competition and challenge participants to 

achieve the desired goals. For example, as a basketball, soccer, hockey 

or football kicker, you use geometry to determine how much arc you 

need to score from a certain distance. Hockey-equipment developers 

must determine how much angle to put on the end of a stick and how 

long to make the shaft. Geometry allows you to mark off athletic fields, 

such as rectangles for football, soccer and hockey and more complex 

diamond shapes for baseball or semicircle shapes for track and field. 

 
 Sports often does not fail a sole chance to make use of geometrical 

concepts. The buildings of the sports stadiums and athletic fields are 

taking into consideration as geometric shapes. The athletic fields also 

employ geometry; hockey, soccer, basketball, and football fields are 

rectangular in shape. The corner kick spots, goal posts, arcs, D-section, 

and centre circle are marked on the field. Similarly, the pitches of 

various other sports like volleyball and basketball take into 

consideration the geometrical aspects because these pitches have oval 

as well as circular arcs marked clearly. Talking of track field, 

semicircular shapes are often noticeable. Angles also play a critical role 

in predicting the movement of the players, enhancing their 

performance, and scoring a point. 

 

3.8.  Geometry in Food Designing: 

 Geometric shapes are a significant part of food design. For 

example, different shapes of chocolates, biscuits, cakes and scoop-shaped 

pasta is designed to hold sauce and ridged pasta soaks up sauce.  

Geometric cookie cutters allow you to make cookies in the shape of circles, 

squares, stars, bells, snowmen and other designs. 

 

http://www.educationworld.com/a_tsl/archives/07-1/lesson018.shtml
http://www.educationworld.com/a_tsl/archives/07-1/lesson018.shtml
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=129997818
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=129997818
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4. FINDINGS IN NATURE 

  

4.1.  Psychological effects of Geometry in Children:  

 From the birth, human beings are attracted to diverse shapes, designs 

and colors. Moreover, geometrical shapes of different toys plays a crucial role 

in development of the cognitive skills in the children during the early stages 

of their growth. 
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4.2.  Spherical Shape of Liquid drops:  

 Liquids, such as water or oil, can form droplets that are held together 

by surface tension.  

 Rain drops are of spherical in shape because the water molecules have 

attraction with each other due to surface tension. So, when surface 

tension acts on it, it tends to acquire less surface area for the same 

volume. Hence it becomes spherical in shape (to have minimum area). 

Geometry helps us in understanding the phenomenon behind the 

spherical shape of rain drop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.  Geometry in Astronomy & Physics: 

 The stars, planets and moon are mapped using the theories of geometry. 

The measurement of the distances between them, orbits, and their 

placements are mapped using geometry. 

 Here, geometry is used in the field of astronomy, helping to map the 

positions of stars and planets on the celestial sphere and describing 

the relationship between movements of celestial bodies. 

 In the field of Physics, there is a deep link between pseudo-

Riemannian geometry and general relativity 
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4.4.  Geometry in Stairs Inclination angle: 

 

 As the inclination angle of stairs increases, we can reach the required 

height easily. But with fewer steps, the people with old age feel 

uncomfortable in their knees, when they go through highly elevate stair 

construction.    

The most important step when building concrete stairs is to use a 

proper formwork. The angle of flight, dimensions of thread and riser are to 

be properly checked. Usually while constructing a stair attached to wall, 

the line of flight, thread and risers are marked on the wall for proper fixing 

of shuttering or formwork. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://studiousguy.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/geometry-in-stairs.jpg
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4.5.   Geometry in Interior Design: 

 
 The applications of coordinate geometry in daily life can also be 

found in interior design, architecture and art. Setting new items in an 

open space is done perfectly using the concepts of coordinate geometry. 
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5. APPLICATIONS OF GEOMETRY 

 

5.1.  Global Positioning System (GPS): 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a U.S.-owned utility that 

provides users with positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT) services. This 

system consists of three segments the space segment, the control segment, 

and the user segment. 

Apart from all these, I am sure, most of you have used GPS in your 

smart phones. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based 

satellite navigation system that provides location and time information in 

all weather conditions. 
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5.2. Medical Field: 

  

 Both doctors and nurses use math's every day while providing 

health care for people around the world. Medical professionals use 

math when drawing up statistical graphs of epidemics or success 

rates of treatments. Math applies to x-rays and CT scans, MRI scans 

are used both for diagnosis and surgical aids. Such methods enable 

doctors to do their job better, safer, and simpler. 

 

 

 

5.3. Map Projections: 

 Map Projection is a technique to map any 3D curved object on a flat 2D 

surface. For example, to represent the curved surface of earth on a flat map, 

this technique can be used. For this purpose, a special type of coordinate 

system is used called as a projected coordinate system. These are mainly used 

to represent the maps on computer screen. 
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5.4. Geometry in Gardening, Arts and Culture: 
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5.5. Computer Aided Design- CAD: 

 
Geometry, one of the important concepts of mathematics, entails lines, 

curves, shapes, and angles. Before any architectural design is made, a 

computer software helps in rendering visual images on the screen. CAD, a 

software, puts forth the blueprint of the design. Moreover, it also aids in the 

simulation of the architectural forms which allows for the better 

understanding of the finished product. The principles of geometry are being 

used extensively in various industrial processes which allows the designing of 

graphics. 

 

5.6. Geometry in technology: 

The most common example of geometry in everyday life is technology. Be 

it robotics or computers or video games, geometry is applied to almost all the 

underlying concepts. The computer programmers are able to work because 

the concepts of geometry are always at their disposal. The virtual world of 

video games is created only because the geometric computations help in 

designing of the complex graphics of the video games. Ray casting, the process 

of shooting, employs a 2-D map for stimulating the 3-D world of the video 

https://studiousguy.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/geometry-in-CAD.jpg
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games. Ray casting helps in increasing processing as the calculations are 

carried out for the vertical lines on the screen. 

 

5.7. Describing position of an object: 

 
Coordinate system can be used to find the position of any object from its 

original place (called origin) to its present location.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.askiitians.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/331.png
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6. STUDENT WORK 
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7. MORE ADVANTAGES OF GEOMETRY IN OUR FINDINGS 

 

7.1. Sacred Geometry: 

 The term sacred geometry describes the geometrical laws which create 

everything in existence. It unites the mind and the heart, spirit and matter, 

science and spirituality. Everything in nature is made up of patterns, 

structures, and designs from the smallest atom to the infinite universe. 

        Sacred geometry ascribes symbolic and sacred meanings to certain 

geometric shapes and certain geometric proportions. It is associated with the 

belief that a God is the geometer of the world. The geometry used in the design 

and construction of religious structures such 

as churches, temples, mosques, religious monuments  has sometimes been 

considered sacred. The concept applies also to sacred spaces such 

as temenoi, sacred groves, village greens, pagodas and holy wells, Mandala 

Gardens and the creation of religious and spiritual art. 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacred
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proportion_(architecture)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacred_architecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Church_(building)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temple
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mosque
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monuments
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temenos
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacred_grove
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Village_green
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pagoda
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holy_well
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacred_art
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7.2. Fractal Geometry: 

In mathematics, fractal is a term used to describe geometric shapes 

containing detailed structure at arbitrarily small scales, usually having 

a fractal dimension strictly exceeding the topological dimension. Many 

fractals appear similar at various scales, as illustrated in successive 

magnifications of the Mandelbrot set. This exhibition of similar patterns at 

increasingly smaller scales is called self-similarity, also known as expanding 

symmetry or unfolding symmetry if this replication is exactly the same at 

every scale, as in the Menger sponge, the shape is called affine self-similar. 

Fractal geometry lies within the mathematical branch of measure theory. 

Fractal is a new branch of mathematics and art. Perhaps this is the reason 

why most people recognize fractals only as pretty pictures useful as 

backgrounds on the computer screen or original postcard patterns. Fractal 

geometry offers almost unlimited ways of describing, measuring and 

predicting these natural phenomena. 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractal_dimension
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topological_dimension
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandelbrot_set
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-similarity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menger_sponge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Measure_theory
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7.3. Rotating Buildings: 

David Fisher, founder of Dynamic Architecture Group, designed the 80-

store skyscraper, extending 420m above ground, such that each floor can 

rotate 360 degrees in both directions while being held firmly to a concrete 

core. The rotation will provide the residents of the tower with a 360-panoramic 

view of Dubai. 
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7.4.  Graphical  Designing: 

Graphic design is a craft where professionals create visual content to 

communicate messages by using geometrical shapes. By applying visual 

hierarchy and page layout techniques, designers use typography and pictures 

to meet users' specific needs and focus on the logic of displaying elements in 

interactive designs, to optimize the user experience. 
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7.5.  Cosmology: 

Cosmological evidence suggests that the part of the universe we can see is 

smooth and homogeneous, at least approximately. The local fabric of space 

looks much the same at every point and in every direction. Only three 

geometries fit this description: flat, spherical and hyperbolic. 

There are basically three possible shapes to the Universe; a flat Universe 

(Euclidean or zero curvature), a spherical or closed Universe (positive 

curvature) or a hyperbolic or open Universe (negative curvature). Note that 

this curvature is similar to space time curvature due to stellar masses except 

that the entire mass of the Universe determines the curvature. So, a high 

mass/high energy Universe has positive curvature, a low mass/low energy 

Universe has negative curvature. 
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7.6. Euclidean Geometry: 

 Euclidean geometry, the study of plane and solid figures on the 

basis of axioms and theorems employed by the Greek 

mathematician Euclid (c. 300 BCE). In its rough outline, Euclidean 

geometry is the plane and solid geometry.  It is the most typical expression 

of general mathematical thinking. Rather than the memorization of 

simple algorithms to solve equations by rote, it demands true insight into 

the subject, clever ideas for applying theorems in special situations, an 

ability to generalize from known facts, and an insistence on the 

importance of proof. In Euclid’s great work, the Elements, the only tools 

employed for geometrical constructions were the ruler and the compass—

a restriction retained in elementary Euclidean geometry to this day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Euclid-Greek-mathematician
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/algorithms
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Elements-by-Euclid
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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

1.  We have learned variety of things through this geometry project. We 

learned how geometry is a huge part of our environment and how it develops 

our living in many ways. Also, we now have a broader understanding of 

geometry and its usefulness to everyday life. 

2. Starting from the history and the background of geometry, we 

recognized the connections between mathematics and world history. In 

addition, in-depth understanding of one major historical figure in the 

evolution of geometry. With shapes and the terms of geometry. 

3.  We think geometry will continue to grow in various areas and will be 

used to create amazing technology. Geometry has so much to teach us. 

Geometry is very useful in daily life. Geometry has different forms. It is very 

useful to use. Geometry has been used by many famous mathematicians. 

Geometry has been used to create many new things. 

4.  Math's is incomplete without geometry..........it affects our life in all 

ways. Every day, each second.........geometry is around us. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

What are stem cells? 
Stem cells are the master cells which act as the building blocks of our body. Just 
like the seeds of a plant gives rise to roots, stem, branches, leaves, flowers, 
fruits, these stem cells have the potential to develop into specialised cells such 
as blood cells, muscle cells, bone cells etc., of our body. 

Where do these stem cells come from? 
Stem cells are found in both embryonic and adult stem organisms, but they have 
slightly different properties in each. 

Where these blood stem cells are found? 
Stem cells are found and retrieved from various parts of the body such as the 
peripheral blood, umbilical cord blood and bone marrow. - Among these 
sources, UMBILICAL CORD BLOOD is considered to be a ready source of 
stem cells. These stem cells are extracted from a cord blood and are used 
efficiently in the treatment of blood related conditions such as Beta Thalassemia 
Major, Leukaemia, Lymphoma, Neuroblastoma, Sickle Cell Disease, Aplastic  
Anaemia and so on…. 

How do these stem cells work? 
Stem cells have the ability to replace effected cells and repair the effected parts. 
Thus, restoring the normal functions of our body. 

Where these stem cells are used? 
Stem cells are currently used in modern day medicine & can help to treat 80+ 
blood disorders. - Over 500 human clinical trials for conditions such as Autism, 

Cerebral Palsy, Stroke, Diabetes is currently Underway increasing the scope of 
future treatments. 

 



  As stem cells are capable of dividing and renewing themselves for 
long period of time, the HUMAN UMBILICAL CORD BLOOD STEM CELLS 
has become a tissue of great and increasing interest in regenerative medicine. 



AIMS & OBJECTIVES 

 
 To know briefly about stem cells 

 
 A visit to local maternity hospitals 

 
 To collect data from various local maternity hospitals  

 
 To know whether people are aware of preserving stem cells or not 

 
 To acknowledge the growth of stem cells as a “Regenerative Medicine” 

 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

1. Stem cells were first identified by Ernest Mc Culloch & James Till and later 

confirmed by Andrew John Becker &Lious Siminovitch in the 19th century. 

 

2. The first therapy using stem cells was a bone marrow transplant performed by 
George Mathe in 1958. 

 

3. In 2011, the first case recorded was that of the use of stem cells to heal 
injuries in a wild animal. 

 

4. Apart from blood stem cells, there are clinical trials going on embryonic stem 
cells which can increase the life expectancy rate with it.  

  



MATERAL & METHODOLOGY 

 
As we collected primary data from various local maternity hospitals by 
interacting and interviewing the Gynaecologists. In the visit of various local 
maternity hospitals, we came across the information regarding Stem Cell and 
it’s Preservation as follows:- 

During this survey, we noticed that there were no Stem Cell Preservation Banks 
in our locality i.e., in Nizamabad District.  

 As there were no preservation banks in our locality, a few couples who were 
aware and being responsible for their child’s Umbilical Cord Blood Stem Cells 
Preservation. This preservation is done by a private stem cell banks i.e., 
community/public banking. 

 The secondary data collection was done by scheduling a zoom meeting and 
interacting with a private stem cell bank marketer, so as to know about the 
sample collection, transportation and preservation of the stem cells in the 
available community banks. 

 

 
Interaction with the gynaecologist of local maternity hospital 



QUESTIONS ASKED TO THE GYNAECOLOGIST 

 
 How many gestated women are aware of preserving stem cells? 

 
 How many people are actually preserving them? 

 
 How do you preserve stem cells? 

 
 What might be the reason for not preserving stem cells? 

 
 How do you bring awareness among people regarding stem cell 

preservation? 
 

 

 
Interaction with the private stem cell marketer 

 

Amongst all the sources available, UMBILICAL CORD BLOOD STEM 
CELLS is considered to be a ready source of stem cells. It can be preserved at 
birth and used for treatments when required. 

 



 

 

As these stem cells required preservation, STEM CELL BANKS come on 
stream. We can get matching stem cells from a PUBLIC / COMMUNITY 
STEM CELL BANKS, where frozen Umbilical Cord Blood Stem Cells from 
unrelated donor are available at a cost as given below 

 



   

 

 
In order to find a matching donor for stem cell transplantation, HLA Typing is 
required. HLA Typing refers to Human Leukocyte Antigen – these are special 
proteins that form HLA Markers. These markers help the immune system 
identify which cells belong to you. 6 out of 8 HLA Markers i.e., 75% should be 
match between the patient and the donor is sufficient for cord blood stem cell 
transplant 

 

 
  



 

STEM CELLS ARE THE NEED OF THE 

 

- Stem cells are cells with the potential to develop into different types of cells in 
the body. - Stem cells are cells with the potential
types of cells in the body. They serve as a repa

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEM CELLS ARE THE NEED OF THE HOUR!  

Stem cells are cells with the potential to develop into different types of cells in 
Stem cells are cells with the potential to develop into many different 

ypes of cells in the body. They serve as a repair system. 

Stem cells are cells with the potential to develop into different types of cells in 
to develop into many different 

 



CASE STUDIES 

 

 

 



 

MYTHS v/s FACTS – 

 

 Embryonic Stem Cell research uses aborted foetuses.  

There is no connection between abortion and human embryonic stem cells. By 
the time a human embryo has implanted in the uterus, its cells have specialized 
to the point where they can no longer be used for the derivation of embryonic 
stem cell lines.  

The embryos used to derive stem cells are created in dishes in fertility clinics. 
They are never transferred into the human body and are donated for medical 
research only when parents decide they are no longer needed for fertility 
treatment 

Religious people oppose stem cell research.  

Some religious people are in opposition. Different religious groups hold a wide 
variety of opinions on embryonic stem cell research. But many opponents, 
including some religious leaders, believe that stem cell research raises the same 
moral issues as abortion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



RESULTS 
In our 3 months survey on the preservation of stem cells, as we visited various 
hospitals  we came to know that, though there were 1000’s of gestated women 
giving birth to their younger ones not even 25% of them are preserving their 
Umbilical Cord Blood Stem Cells. 

 

The histogram data showing the No. of deliveries & No. of stem cells 
preservation in a month in a hospital. 

 

 

 

 

 Despite of high literacy rate and knowledge of preserving stem cells, only few 
people who actually are preserving them. 
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The reasons for not preserving 
found in the study were as follows

 

 Financial Status 
 
 Misconceptions 

 
 Superstitions 

 
 Negligence 

 
 Myths 

 
 Religious Beliefs 

46%

6%

for not preserving their child’s umbilical cord blood stem cells
found in the study were as follows: 

48%

6%0%

Literacy Rate

No.of Deliveries

No.of Preservations done.

 

child’s umbilical cord blood stem cells 

Literacy Rate

No.of Deliveries

No.of Preservations done.



CONCLUSION 

 
 After several decades of experiments, stem cell therapy is becoming a 

magnificent game changer for medicine. 
 

 With each experiment, the capabilities of stem cells are growing although 
there are still many obstacles to overcome. 
 
 

 With stem cell therapy and all its regenerative benefits, we are better able 
to prolong human life than any time in history.  
 

 1 in 217 will undergo a stem cell transplant by the age of 70 years.  
 

 In India about 1 in 100 children are diagnosed with Autism. 
 

 In India, about 3 children per 100 live births are diagnosed with Cerebral 
Palsy 
 
 

 Annually about 1,20,000 Indians are diagnosed with Blood Cancers and 
another 10,000 children are born with Thalassemia Major. 
 

 All these diseases  and disorders can be cured with one and only stem 
cells. 

 

“STEM CELL RESEARCH CAN REVOLUTIONIZE 
MEDICINE, ANYTHING SINCE ANTIIOTICS.” 
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